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T H E E D I T O R’ S N O T E B O O K
Some people see great potential for research to
turn up new ways of seeing and thinking about the
world. Others tend to feel that everything important
must already have been discovered. For the latter,
“research” means finding authorities who offer a
confident answer to each question that occurs to us
to ask. For the former, the best part of any question
is the quest part.
Brigham Young once observed, “A spirit and
power of research is planted within [humans], yet
they remain undeveloped.”1 He also said, “If I do not
learn what is in the world, from first to last, somebody will be wiser than I am. I intend to know the
whole of it, both good and bad.”2
Book of Mormon studies is one special manifestation of that general curiosity that Brother Brigham
recommended. Simply treading the same mental
and spiritual ground year after year as we examine
the scripture may not advance our understanding as
much as it puts us to sleep. For us to read scripture
doggedly time after time may yield little new insight
or appreciation of what the text contains that might
inspire. We might well gain more by pausing to ask,
“Why did the Lord make this statement at this historical moment?” or, more specifically, “Why did
Book of Mormon writers use the name Jehovah only
twice in the entire t ext—and one of those in the last
verse of the book?” Just as challenging is seeking
new depth in a word we have read so many times
that we no longer think about its meaning—for example, what does it mean to “harrow up” a person’s
soul (2 Nephi 9:47; Mormon 5:8)?
All the authors whose work we publish offer us
new views of expressions that may have become
commonplace in our reading. That is what research
is about—to crack open previously closed windows
of our minds. This issue of the Journal offers a new
tool to help us do so. Dr. Cynthia Hallen, a linguist
at BYU, starts a new department entitled “What’s in
a Word?” As she pursues her own quest for new understanding, she will share items of interest that will
extend and enrich our grasp of scripture.

Submitting Articles to the Journal of Book of
Mormon Studies
Guidelines for preparing and submitting articles
for publication in the Journal are available on the
FARMS Web site (farms.byu.edu), by e-mail request to jbms@byu.edu, or by mail from FARMS.
In general, authors should submit a detailed outline or abstract to the editors for approval before
submitting a completed manuscript.

“What Meaneth the
Words That Are Written?”

Abinadi Interprets Isaiah
Ann Madsen
Book of Mormon character illustrations by Ronald Crosby

I

n the Book of Mormon many prophets and
Christ himself cite the words of Isaiah. At
times they do not quote him directly but allude to his teachings, often using his own
vivid language in the process. Abinadi is one
such prophet. Intimately acquainted with
Isaiah’s prophetic messages, he opens before
us a priceless treasure as he interprets one of
Isaiah’s most significant prophecies about
the coming Messiah: Isaiah 53.

What is astonishing is that Abinadi makes this
sublime discourse in the presence of hostile priests
who, at the behest of their king, came to a council to
determine the fate of Abinadi.1 As he speaks, Abin
adi presents a wonderfully clear view of the coming
Christ and his atonement. The prophet’s carefully
crafted case for the fulfillment of the law of Moses
culminates in his majestic witness of a living, acting
Christ couched in Isaiah’s inspiring words.
The writings of Isaiah were recorded on the
brass plates, which were recovered by Nephi about a
century after Isaiah’s death.2 The value of the brass
plates to the children of Lehi cannot be overestimated.3 Isaiah’s writings, as copied thereon, would
become a recurring thread running through the
Book of Mormon, from one prophet to another,
from Nephi to Moroni.
At the beginning of the Nephite record, for ex
ample, Nephi and his brother Jacob employ Isaiah’s
words to teach their people powerfully of the role of

The value of the brass plates
to the children of Lehi cannot be
overestimated. Isaiah’s writings, as
copied thereon, would become a recurring
thread running through the Book of
Mormon, from one prophet to another,
from Nephi to Moroni.
Christ and his atonement in the great plan of happiness. A thousand years later, when the record draws to
a close, Mormon and Moroni are still consulting the
brass plates or other copies of Isaiah’s prophecies and
admonishing their people to search and heed them.
This late mention of Isaiah’s writings underscores
vividly the timeless quality of both Isaiah’s prophetic
message and its importance in the brass plates.
Just over 180 years after Abinadi, the resurrected Christ himself quoted Isaiah during his visit
to the people of Nephi. At that time he quoted
Isaiah 54 in its entirety (see 3 Nephi 22). Moreover,
many of his other teachings during his ministry
among the Nephites were expressed in phrases
found in Isaiah’s writings.
6
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The Setting
Abinadi’s skillfully crafted discourse in response
to the queries of King Noah’s priests fits into a larger
prophetic pattern in the Book of Mormon. This pattern will become clear as we consider the confrontation that sets the scene for Abinadi’s careful interpretation of Isaiah.
About 148 b.c. King Noah’s military forces drove
back the Lamanites who had been attacking small
groups of Nephites as they tended their flocks. The
Lamanite marauders had killed a few men, stolen
their animals, and driven many of their flocks out of
the land. King Noah finally sent enough of his army
to force the Lamanites into retreat for a time. The
victorious Nephite forces returned from the battle
“rejoicing in their spoil” and swelling with pride. They
boasted that their “fifty could stand against thousands
of the Lamanites”; but worse, they had come to “delight in blood, and the shedding of the blood of their
[Lamanite] brethren, and this because of the wickedness of their king and priests” (Mosiah 11:18, 19;
emphasis added).
As the Nephites were celebrating the shedding of
Lamanite blood, the prophet Abinadi arrived on the
scene. His message immediately dampened their celebratory mood. His message was simple: God has
seen your wickedness and whoredoms, and unless
you repent, you will be delivered into the hands of
your enemies and brought into bondage. You have
been slow to heed God’s words; therefore God will
be slow to hear you (see Mosiah 11:20–24).
Predictably, Abinadi’s message angered his listeners, who by now were bloodthirsty. They sought
to kill him but felt God’s power and were afraid to
touch him. When King Noah4 heard of Abinadi’s
sharp criticism of his people, he said:
Who is Abinadi, that I and my people should be
judged of him, or who is the Lord, that shall bring
upon my people such great affliction? I command
you to bring Abinadi hither, that I may slay him,
for he has said these things that he might stir up
my people to anger one with another, and to
raise contentions among my people; therefore I
will slay him. (Mosiah 11:27–28)

After King Noah’s declaration, “the eyes of the
people were blinded; therefore they hardened their
hearts against the words of Abinadi, and they sought
from that time forward to take him” (Mosiah 11:29).
For a time Abinadi eluded those who sought

him, but he appeared again two years later, this time
in disguise and with an even more urgent message.
One wonders whether the people recognized him as
he suddenly appeared after two years. The scripture
says the people “knew him not” (Mosiah 12:1). Even
though he announced his name in his first sentence,
after two years that name may have meant nothing
to them. Perhaps they did not know him since they
identify him simply as “a man” (v. 9). In any event,
in their anger the people brought him bound to the
king and reported:

lisheth salvation; that saith unto Zion, Thy God
reigneth”? (Mosiah 12:20–21, quoting Isaiah 52:7).
We naturally ask, why did the priest focus on the
meaning of these particular verses? Perhaps he intended to show Abinadi that prophets—including
Abinadi—are to speak beautiful, joyful messages of
peace and good tidings. An “all is well in Zion” message would be appropriate, not a call to repentance.
Further, since interpreting Isaiah has never been
a simple task, the priest may have felt that such a

Behold, we have brought a man before thee who
has prophesied evil concerning thy people, and
saith that God will destroy them. And he also
prophesied evil concerning thy life, and saith
that thy life shall be as a garment in a furnace of
fire. . . . Behold, here is the man, we deliver him
into thy hands; thou mayest do with him as
seemeth thee good. (Mosiah 12:9–10, 16)

One of the astonishing cultural
dimensions of this long treatise is that
it was spoken orally. Was it all in his head,
or perhaps more truly, did he know
it by heart? He turns the tables by asking
them questions over and over again
in an almost Talmudic manner.
His response is methodical, carefully
crafted, inspired, and ultimately sublime.
Time and time again his listeners
are astonished at his words.

King Noah cast Abinadi into prison and called
his priests to a council to decide his fate. At a certain
point in the proceeding, agents brought Abinadi before the priests, who began to question Abinadi, trying to “cross him” so they could find evidence with
which to accuse him. But he “answered them boldly
and withstood all their questions” and “did confound them in all their words” (Mosiah 12:19). As
the priests of Noah struggled to condemn Abinadi

for preaching “gloom and doom,” one of them sought
to clinch the inquisition by asking a question regarding the writings of Isaiah. What does it mean,
the priest asked, when Isaiah the prophet declares,
“How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of
him that bringeth good tidings; that publisheth
peace; that bringeth good tidings of good; that pub-

passage would surely confuse Abinadi. Ironically, he
was questioning one of the very persons about whom
Isaiah was s peaking—Abinadi—though peace was
not his only message. Abinadi would explain these
verses in detail later.
The priest went on to quote the next three verses,
apparently intent on baffling Abinadi. Perhaps the
priest was suggesting that “watchmen” sing and are
joyful because all is well in Zion. The text gives us
no hint of the priest’s immediate motives here except to reveal his general attempt to somehow gather
evidence that will discredit Abinadi so that the society could be rid of him.
Thy watchman shall lift up the voice; with the
voice together shall they sing; for they shall see
eye to eye when the Lord shall bring again Zion;
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Break forth into joy; sing together ye waste
places of Jerusalem; for the Lord hath comforted
his people, he hath redeemed Jerusalem;
The Lord hath made bare his holy arm in the
eyes of all the nations, and all the ends of the
earth shall see the salvation of our God.
(Mosiah 12:22–24, quoting Isaiah 52:8–10)

Abinadi’s answer before the priests and presumably the king is not a short one.5 One of the astonishing cultural dimensions of this long treatise is
that it was spoken orally. Was it all in his head, or
perhaps more truly, did he know it by heart? 6 He
turns the tables by asking them questions over and
over again in an almost Talmudic manner. His response is methodical, carefully crafted, inspired, and
ultimately sublime. Time and time again his listeners are astonished at his words. With occasional interruption, he reviews the Ten Commandments;7 he
then discusses the law of Moses, which was to keep
them in remembrance of God and to point them
forward to the Savior, about whom Moses and other
prophets had prophesied. This discourse recalls the
three farewell addresses of Moses in the book of
Deuteronomy, in which Moses “remembers” before
all Israel God’s long-suffering, his working with them,
and ultimately his bringing them out of Egypt by his
power.
Abinadi Turns to Moses
Abinadi’s answer may have been more than the
priests could hear or were prepared to understand,
but this is not the case for us. We have every advantage to help us examine these inspired words that il-

confront his accusers. The following dialogue, based
on the account in Mosiah 12:25–16:15, is instructive.
Abinadi: Are you priests, and pretend to teach
this people and to understand the spirit of
prophesying, and yet you ask me what these
things mean? Wo unto you for perverting the
ways of the Lord! You have not applied your
hearts to understanding nor been wise. What do
you teach your people? (12:25–27)
Priests: We teach the law of Moses. (12:28) [One
can picture the confidence with which this answer came. Could there be anything as safe as
that?]
Abinadi: If you teach the law of Moses, why do
you not keep it? (12:29) [Off balance they go!]
Why do you set your hearts on riches? Why do
you spend your strength with harlots and cause
this people to commit sin? If you were living as
you should, the Lord would not have sent me to
prophesy against this people. You know I speak
the truth. What do you know of the law of
Moses? Does salvation come by the law of
Moses? (12:29–31)
Priests: Yes, salvation does come by the law of
Moses. (12:32) [First misconception. The law of
Moses was to be kept only until it was fulfilled;
see Alma 30:3.]
Abinadi: I know that if you keep the commandments of God, you will be saved. But you don’t
even keep the first two of the Ten Command
ments. And you have not taught your people to
do all these things either. (12:33–37)

Part of the message that Abinadi was sent to deliver may have been
shown to them as they witnessed this radiant power, as they experienced it themselves.
Without being fully aware, they were also learning about Moses in the mount.
luminate the mission of the living Christ and his
atonement. So let us search his inspired discourse.
As Abinadi gives his powerful explanation to the
priests of the king, he consistently focuses on the
atonement and resurrection of Christ. The priests
have asked barbed questions of Abinadi, who has
brought their whole way of life into question. He
will again prophesy of their destruction, but he begins by turning the inquisition around to squarely
8
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At this point King Noah cries out that Abinadi is
mad and impatiently demands that he be taken away
and killed. But Abinadi commands, “Touch me not,
. . . for I have not delivered the message which the
Lord sent me to deliver; neither have I told you that
which ye requested that I should tell” (13:3; emphasis
added). In other words, he hadn’t even answered
their questions yet. At this juncture the people of
King Noah dared not lay their hands on him, “for

himself shall make for the sins and iniquities of
his people, notwithstanding the law of Moses.
(13:26–28)

Moses and the Law, engraving by Gustave Doré

Strict laws were given to the children of Israel
because they were a s tiff-necked people. Perform
ances and ordinances were to guide them from day
to day in order “to keep them in remembrance of
God and their duty towards him” (13:29). Abinadi
is careful to emphasize that “these are types of things
to come” (13:31). Yet because of the hardness of
their hearts, the children of Israel did not understand the higher purpose behind the law. They did
not understand that no man could be saved “except
it were through the redemption of God” (13:32).

the Spirit of the Lord was upon him; and his face
shone with exceeding luster, even as Moses’ did while
in the mount of Sinai, while speaking with the Lord.
And he spake with power and authority from God;
and he continued his words” (13:5–6). Part of the
message that Abinadi was sent to deliver may have
been shown to them as they witnessed this radiant
power, as they experienced it themselves. Without
being fully aware, they were also learning about
Moses in the mount (see Exodus 34:29).
Abinadi: You see you have no power to slay me,
so I finish my message. This much I tell you:
what you do with me shall be a type of things to
come. And now I will read8 to you the rest of the
commandments. (13:7–11)

After doing just that (see 13:12–24), Abinadi asks
the priests if they have taught their people to keep
these ten commandments. He answers his own ques
tion in the negative (see 13:25–26).
Abinadi: If you had served as proper teachers, I
would not have been sent to you. You say that
salvation comes by the law of Moses, and you are
partly right—for it is important for you to keep
the law of Moses for the time being. But the time
will come when it will no longer be expedient to
keep the law of Moses. Salvation does not come
by the law alone, but by the atonement that God

Abinadi: Did not Moses9 and all the prophets
prophesy of the Messiah and that God would redeem his people? All the prophets since the world
began have spoken more or less concerning this
matter. Have they not said that God himself
would come to earth in the form of man and go
forth in mighty power? Have they not also said
that he would bring to pass the resurrection of
the dead and that he himself would be oppressed
and afflicted? (13:33–35)

Abinadi Turns to Isaiah 53
The preceding words set the stage for Abinadi to
rehearse some of the most eloquent and probing of
Isaiah’s entire corpus of writings, the 12 messianic
verses in Isaiah 53.
The beginning of this text has a double meaning
as spoken by Abinadi: “Who hath believed our report,
and to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed?” (Mo
siah 14:1). Surely he was delivering a report. This
query might be a common cry from every prophet
who ever revealed to his people the coming of the
Messiah. In this instance it is both Isaiah’s and Abin
adi’s cries that may echo Christ’s own lament when
he used Isaiah’s words to describe the people’s rejection of him even though he had done so many
miracles in their sight (see John 12:37–38).
Abinadi continues by describing this Messiah as
a “tender plant” growing “like a root out of dry
ground” (Mosiah 14:2; compare Isaiah 11:1), referring perhaps to the thirsty land of his birth and continuing to explain that he had no special beauty to
attract us to him. The Messiah is a tragic figure, rejected and despised by men, “a man of sorrows, and
familiar with suffering” (Isaiah 53:3 NIV). With
JOURNAL OF BOOK OF MORMON STUDIES
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these words, Isaiah draws every human being into
his account. We all are part of the eternal congregation who must choose to accept or reject this Savior.
“He was despised, and we esteemed him not” (Mosiah
14:3; emphasis added). This rhetorical device is often used in Isaiah’s writing and in many Jewish texts.
One can hear in the Passover seder this same s elf-
inclusive notion: “Were we not strangers in the land of
Egypt . . . ?” Through this language we are participants,
joined with those who were there. We are with them.
Yet this Messiah was willing to “take up our infirmities” and “carry our sorrows.” Even though we
“considered him stricken by God, smitten by him
and afflicted, he was pierced for our transgressions,
he was crushed for our iniquities; the punishment
that brought us peace was upon him, and by his
wounds we are healed” (Isaiah 53:5 NIV; emphasis
added).
Again, we are all drawn into the account. “All we
like sheep have gone astray, each of us has turned to
his own way; and the Lord has laid on him the ini
quity of us all.” The themes of his taking upon himself all our sins and of our moving away from him
along our own paths are a constant in the records of
the prophets. But the idea of his “opening not his
mouth” during the pain and anguish that he endured
in Gethsemane is treated with exquisite tenderness
in Isaiah. The vivid image of Christ’s suffering in silence is symbolized by a sheep, which makes no
sound as it is being sheared. Even though all our in-

iquities have been laid on him, “yet he opened not
his mouth.” We, the straying sheep for whom he
paid the debt, can hardly understand such restraint.
We cry out at the slightest hurt. He conserved his
power for Gethsemane and the cross.

The vivid image of Christ’s
suffering in silence is symbolized
by a sheep,which makes no sound as it is
being sheared. Even though all
our iniquities have been laid on him,
“yet he opened not his mouth.”

“And who can speak of his descendants?” asks
Isaiah, because “he has been cut off from the land of
the living” and stricken “for the transgressions of
my people” (Isaiah 53:8 NIV; emphasis added). Here
we note the sense of ownership or parenting—that
is, we are bought with a price precisely because we
belong to him and he to us. The connection is made
sure by his matchless love that allows such a sacrifice not only to save us if we choose but also to draw
us to him after we have felt the motivating magnetism of that love. Thus, “I, if I be lifted up from the
earth, will draw all men unto
me” (John 12:32).
Though the Savior’s grave
was with the wicked, he was the
ultimate innocent one quietly
meeting the demands of justice
for the guilty. “He had done no
evil, neither was any deceit in his
mouth” (Mosiah 14:9; compare
Isaiah 53:9). His soul was made
an offering for the sins of many
whom he would one day see and
own. The many would be those
who had chosen to seek and know
him and give away their sins to
become like him. The day would
come when he, as heir, would diModern shearers still find sheep to be passive and quiet. Photo courtesy Tana and Mac Graham.
vide all he had been given with
those who had willingly taken
upon them his name.
10
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Abinadi’s Interpretation of Isaiah
Abinadi begins his explanation10 of Isaiah’s words
by reiterating a great truth:
Abinadi: I would that ye should understand that
God himself shall come down among the children of men, and shall redeem his people. And
because he dwelleth in flesh he shall be called the
Son of God. (Mosiah 15:1–2)

So Abinadi explains that the holy Son of God
will come to this earth to dwell in a body “conceived
by the power of God” (15:3) so that the flesh could
become subject to the Spirit of this resplendent being, “suffer[ing] temptation and yield[ing] not to
the temptation” (15:5). Abinadi also describes the
inseparable relationship of the Son of God and his
Father, beginning with the expression “having subjected the flesh to the will of the Father” (15:2; emphasis added), a condition to which, through him,
we all can aspire. This ultimate eternal subjection to
the will of the Father is prefigured in the covenants
we make. Promising future behavior, we move confidently away from temptations, learning to pay no
heed to them in the pattern of Jesus. We not only
say, “Thy will be done”; we mean it.
In this connection Brigham Young instructs us:
The spirit is influenced by the body and the body
by the spirit. In the first place the spirit is pure,
and under the special control and influence of
the Lord, but the body is of the earth, and is subject to the power of the devil, and is under the
mighty influence of that fallen nature that is of
the earth. If the spirit yields to the body, the devil
then has power to overcome both the body and
spirit of that man, and he loses both. When you
are tempted . . . and wish to yield to it, then stop
and let the spirit, which God has put into your
tabernacles, take the lead.11

We see this influence of spirit over body personi
fied in Jesus. Abinadi explains how the Son of God
even deflected the temptation to avoid suffering on
our behalf and instead “suffereth himself to be
mocked, and scourged and cast out and disowned
by his people” (15:5).
Abinadi: And after all this, after working many
mighty miracles among the children of men, he
shall be led, yea, even as Isaiah said, as a sheep
before the shearer is dumb, so he opened not his
mouth. Yea, even so shall he be led, crucified,

and slain, the flesh becoming subject even unto
death, the will of the Son being swallowed up in
the will of the Father. And thus God breaketh the
bands of death, having gained the victory over
death; giving the Son power to make intercession
for the children of men. (15:6–8; emphasis added)

Just as “the will of the Son [was] swallowed up
in the will of the Father,” we too can choose to align
our wills with our Father’s will. This magnificent
prophecy continues as Abinadi delivers his testimony
of the atonement:
Abinadi: [Christ] ascended into heaven, having
the bowels of mercy; being filled with compassion towards the children of men; standing betwixt them and justice; having broken the bands
of death, taken upon himself their iniquity and
their transgressions, having redeemed them, and
satisfied the demands of justice. (15:9)

Christ paid for our sins, and we covenant to remember that the payment has been made in full. We
take his name upon ourselves in the holiest of ways,
walking of our own volition into the purifying waters
of baptism to signify that we remember his cleansing act and participating in a sacred meal each Sab
bath that reiterates our binding to him with cords
that are stronger than death.
Abinadi cries out, “Who shall declare his generation? [and answers his own question] Behold, I say
unto you, that when his soul has been made an offering for sin he shall see his seed” (15:10). Reference
here may be to the descendants of a man, whose sons
declare his generation. Jewish tradition is heavy with
the idea that a son must somehow speak for his father after his death. There is a formal ceremony at
the grave one year after the father’s death in which
the son speaks a formulaic prayer in his father’s behalf, thus “declaring his generation” and the continu
ance of “his seed.”
At this point Abinadi asks—and answers—a
question not covered in Isaiah 53: “Who shall be his
seed?” (15:10). Now the answer to the question posed
by King Noah’s wicked priests begins to unfold in all
its majesty. Abinadi first notes that the prophets are
referred to in Isaiah’s line “How beautiful upon the
mountains . . . ,” but he goes on to explain that the
passage refers to others as well:
Abinadi: Whosoever has heard the words of the
prophets, yea, all the holy prophets who have
prophesied concerning the coming of the L
 ord—
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I say unto you, that all those who have hearkened
unto their words, and believed that the Lord
would redeem his people, and have looked forward to that day for a remission of their sins, I
say unto you, that these are his seed, or they are
the heirs of the kingdom of God. For these are
they whose sins he has borne; these are they for
whom he has died, to redeem them from their
transgressions. And now, are they not his seed?
(15:11–12; emphasis added)12

Those who believe in the Messiah’s redemptive
power are the ones who willingly take his name
upon them after having heard the testimony of the
prophets. They are his seed. As King Benjamin so
eloquently explained to his people: “And now, because of the covenant which ye have made, ye shall
be called the children of Christ, his sons, and his
daughters; for behold, this day he hath spiritually
begotten you; for ye say that your hearts are changed
through faith on his name; therefore, ye are born of
him and have become his sons and his daughters”
(Mosiah 5:7). An example leaps to mind—the priest
Alma who is listening to this very discourse. Abinadi
asks rhetorically about the prophets themselves, ancient, present, and future—are they not his seed?13
Abinadi: And these are they who have published
peace, who have brought good tidings of good,
who have published salvation; and said unto
Zion: Thy God reigneth! And O how beautiful
upon the mountains were their feet! And again,
how beautiful upon the mountains are the feet
of those that are still publishing peace! [Abinadi
himself belongs to this sacred circle.] And again,
how beautiful upon the mountains are the feet
of those who shall hereafter publish peace, yea,
from this time henceforth and forever! (15:14–17)

Modern-day prophets are singled out by Abinadi,
and even prophets yet unborn. But these groups were
only shadows of the coming Messiah, the Son of God
whose feet would be the most beautiful upon the
mountains:
Abinadi: This is not all. For O how beautiful
upon the mountains are the feet of him that
bringeth good tidings, that is the founder of
peace, yea, even the Lord, who has redeemed his
people . . . [and] bringeth to pass the resurrection
of the dead. (15:18, 20; emphasis added)

Abinadi now explains the order of the resurrection of the dead, including what he calls the “resto
12
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ration” promised to those who died before Christ
came and to those who die as little children. Then
he returns to his relentless message of repentance.14
Abinadi: Fear, and tremble before God, for ye
ought to tremble; for the Lord redeemeth none
such that rebel against him and die in their sins;
yea, even all those that . . . have wilfully rebelled
against God, that have known the commandments of God, and would not keep them; these
are they that have no part in the first resurrection. . . . The Lord hath redeemed none such;
yea, neither can the Lord redeem such; for he
cannot deny himself; for he cannot deny justice
when it has its claim. (15:26–27; emphasis
added)

A prophecy concerning our time introduces the
rest of Abinadi’s answer to the priest’s queries. What
of the watchmen who see eye to eye, those whose
feet are beautiful?
Abinadi: The time shall come that the salvation
of the Lord shall be declared to every nation,
kindred, tongue, and people. [He exults!] Yea,
Lord, thy watchmen shall lift up their voice; with
the voice together shall they sing; for they shall
see eye to eye, when the Lord shall bring again
Zion. (15:28–29; v. 29 quotes Isaiah 52:8)

He expands on these ideas, stretching forth his
hand, gesturing to the future, and explains:
Abinadi: The time shall come when all shall see
the salvation of the Lord; when every nation, kindred, tongue, and people shall see eye to eye and
shall confess before God that his judgments are
just. And then shall the wicked be cast out, and
they shall have cause to howl, and weep, and wail,
and gnash their teeth; and this because they would
not hearken unto the voice of the Lord; therefore
the Lord redeemeth them not. For they are carnal and devilish, and the devil has power over
them. (16:1–3; emphasis added)

Here Abinadi makes the convincing point that it is
our choice whether we submit ourselves either to God
or to the devil and thereby deliver ourselves to one or
the other to govern us. If God had not redeemed his
people—those who would follow him—they would
have remained in their lost and fallen state, the devil
gladly seizing power over them all.
Abinadi: But remember that he that persists in
his own carnal nature, and goes on in the ways

of sin and rebellion against God, remaineth in
his fallen state and the devil hath all power over
him. Therefore he is as though there was no redemption made, being an enemy to God; and
also is the devil an enemy to God. (16:5)

As Abinadi testifies of Christ and opens to our
view the essential elements of the atonement, he becomes an example of prophetic perception. We see the
way in which prophets speak of things to come as if
they have already happened. They are obviously describing something they have seen in vision. It is yet
to happen, but for Abinadi it was vividly present. Mor
oni explains another aspect of this in Mormon 8:35:
“Behold I speak to you as if ye were present, and yet
ye are not. But behold, Jesus Christ hath shown you
unto me and I know your doing.”
With the heavenly power that can attend such
declarations, Abinadi speaks of the resurrection:
Abinadi: If Christ had not risen from the dead,
or have broken the bands of death that the grave
should have no victory, and that death should
have no sting, there could have been no resurrection. But there is a resurrection, therefore the
grave hath no victory, and the sting of death is
swallowed up in Christ. He is the light and the
life of the world; yea, a light that is endless, that
can never be darkened; yea, and also a life which
is endless, that there can be no more death. Even
this mortal shall put on immortality, and this
corruption shall put on incorruption, and shall
be brought to stand before the bar of God, to be
judged of him according to their works whether
they be good or whether they be evil. (16:7–10)

As Abinadi testifies of Christ
and opens to our view the essential
elements of the atonement, he becomes an
example of prophetic perception.
We see the way in which prophets speak
of things to come as if they have
already happened. They are
obviously describing something

After his impassioned profession of faith in the
power of Jesus to save, Abinadi offers a last plea for
his listeners to repent.

they have seen in vision.

Abinadi: And now, ought ye not to tremble and
repent of your sins, and remember that only in
and through Christ ye can be saved? (16:13)

It is yet to happen, but for Abinadi

Then he ends as he began, having led his
hearers—and us—full circle:

it was vividly present.

Abinadi: If ye teach the law of Moses, also teach
that it is a shadow of those things which are to
come—teach them that redemption cometh
through Christ, the Lord, who is the very Eternal
Father. Amen. (16:14–15; emphasis added)

The account of Abinadi concludes as he is given
the opportunity to recant his words. Ironically, the
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charge that emerges after three days of deliberations
is that he has proclaimed that “God himself should
come down among the children of men” (17:8). His
response is courageous because he knows he has delivered a message of truth from God.
Abinadi: I will not recall the words which I have
spoken unto you concerning this people, for they
are true; . . . and they shall stand as a testimony
against you. (17:9–10)

King Noah falters momentarily, fearful that the
judgments of God will come upon him, but at the
prodding of the priests, he turns Abinadi over to
them to suffer death by fire.
Abinadi’s Influence
“What meaneth the words that are written and
have been taught by our fathers?” (Mosiah 12:20).
Who will believe our report? On that day, only one
believed.
But there was one among them whose name was
Alma. . . . He was a young man, and he believed
the words which Abinadi had spoken, for he knew
concerning the iniquity which Abinadi had testified against them; therefore he began to plead
with the king that he would not be angry with
Abinadi, but suffer that he might depart in peace.
But the king was more wroth, and caused that
Alma should be cast out from among them, and
sent his servants after him that they might slay
him. (17:2–3)

Alma escaped and hid himself, and “being concealed for many days, [he] did write all the words
which Abinadi had spoken” (v. 4). Thus we have
Alma to thank for preserving Abinadi’s stirring in-

14
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terpretation of Isaiah. Perhaps he carefully recorded
these words just as we keep records of moving testimonies that have changed our lives. Records for remembering invite the Spirit to reiterate the original
impact and sweetness felt when a truth was first
discovered.
Alma’s profound encounter with Abinadi continued to influence the entire membership of the
church. More than 60 years later, Alma the Younger
testifies of his father’s eyewitness account:
Did not my father Alma believe in the words
which were delivered by the mouth of Abinadi?
And was he [Abinadi] not a holy prophet? Did
he not speak the words of God, and my father
Alma believe them? And according to his faith
there was a mighty change wrought in his heart.
(Alma 5:11–12)

Thus Alma the Younger points to the transformation of his father as he himself pleads for the
mighty spiritual change to come into the hearts of
his own people.
I ask of you my brethren of the church, have ye
spiritually been born of God? Have ye received
his image in your countenances? Have ye ex
perienced this mighty change in your hearts?15
(Alma 5:14)

The Lord’s image in one’s countenance? Alma had
seen it (see Alma 36:5–27, especially v. 22). He knew
his father had seen it on a courageous prophet who
was willing to suffer in the pattern of his Redeemer
to the last moments of his life.
Now it came to pass after Abinadi had spoken
these words that the people of king Noah durst
not lay their hands on him, for the Spirit of the
Lord was upon him; and his face shone with exceeding luster, even as Moses’ did while in the
mount of Sinai, while speaking with the Lord.
(Mosiah 13:5; emphasis added) !

HOW WITNESSES DESCRIBED THE

“Gold
Plates”
Compiled by
Kirk B. Henrichsen

Eight Witnesses Examining the Plates, pen drawing by Olinda Reynolds

A

lthough no single comprehensive description of
the Book of Mormon plates has been preserved,
the Prophet Joseph Smith and several people
closely associated with him made various statements
that include partial descriptions of the plates. When
we consider all the sources together, quite a detailed
picture emerges of the physical characteristics of the
ancient Nephite record.
Material
“the appearance of gold”1
—Joseph Smith Jr., Eight Witnesses,
Orson Pratt
“golden plates”2
—David Whitmer
“a mixture of gold and copper”3
—William Smith

Photography by Mark Philbrick

Weight
“weighing altogether from forty to sixty lbs.”4
—Martin Harris
“ I was permitted to lift them. . . . They weighed
about sixty pounds according to the best of my
judgement.”5
—William Smith
“ I . . . judged them to have weighed about sixty
pounds.”6
—William Smith
“ They were much heavier than a stone, and very
much heavier than wood. . . . As near as I could
tell, about sixty pounds.”7
—William Smith
“ I hefted the plates, and I knew from the heft
that they were lead or gold.”8
—Martin Harris
“ My daughter said, they were about as much as
she could lift. They were now in the glass-box,
and my wife said they were very heavy. They
both lifted them.”9
—Martin Harris
“ I moved them from place to place on the table,
as it was necessary in doing my work.”10
—Emma Smith
J oseph’s sister Catherine, while she was dusting
in the room where he had been translating, “hefted
those plates [which were covered with a cloth]
and found them very heavy.”11
—H. S. Salisbury,
paraphrasing Catherine Smith Salisbury
Individual Plate Dimensions
“six inches wide by eight inches long”12
—Joseph Smith Jr.
“seven inches wide by eight inches in length”13
—Martin Harris
“seven by eight inches”14
—Martin Harris
“about eight inches long, seven inches
—David Whitmer
18
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wide”15

“ Each plate was not far from seven by eight
inches in width and length.”16
—Orson Pratt
Thickness of Each Plate
“of the thickness of plates of tin”17
—Martin Harris
“thin leaves of gold”18
—Martin Harris
“about as thick as parchment”19
—David Whitmer
“not quite as thick as common tin”20
—Orson Pratt
“ [We] could raise the leaves this way (raising a
few leaves of the Bible before him).”21
—William Smith
“ They seemed to be pliable like thick paper, and
would rustle with a metalic [sic] sound when
the edges were moved by the thumb, as one does
sometimes thumb the edges of a book.”22
—Emma Smith
Volume Thickness
“ something near six inches in thickness, a part
of which was sealed”23
—Orson Pratt
“ [W]hen piled one above the other, they were
altogether about four inches thick.”24
—Martin Harris
Sealed and Unsealed Portions
“ A large portion of the leaves were so securely
bound together that it was impossible to separate
them.”25
—David Whitmer
“ What there was sealed appeared as solid to my
view as wood. About the half of the book was
sealed.”26
—David Whitmer
“ [A]bout two-thirds were sealed up, and Joseph
was commanded not to break the seal; that part
of the record was hid up. The plates which were

In 1877 Edward Stevenson interviewed David Whitmer, age 72,
who recounted the story that his mother, Mary Musselman Whit
mer, told him of being shown the plates by a heavenly messenger.
Whitmer presumably drew the simple diagram, which Stevenson
copied into his diary.

This conjectural reconstruction shows how the title page, the last
plate written on in the Book of Mormon, could also appear as the
first plate in the record.

sealed contained an account of those things
shewn unto the brother of Jared.”27
—Orson Pratt

“ bound together like the leaves of a book by
massive rings passing through the back edges”30
—David Whitmer

“ A great many, in reading this record carelessly,
would wonder why it was that a part of these
plates should be sealed, and why Joseph Smith
should not be permitted to break the seal. It was
because, in this great revelation, the sealed portion of the plates from which the Book of
Mormon was taken, contained this great vision,
given to the brother of Jared. Joseph was not
permitted to translate it, neither to break the
seal of the book; it is to be reserved to come
forth in due time.”28
—Orson Pratt

“ They were bound together in the shape of a
book by three gold rings.”31
—David Whitmer

Rings and Binding Format
“ [T]hey were fastened with rings thus [a sketch
shows a ring in the shape of a capital D with six
lines drawn through the straight side of the letter to represent the leaves of the record].”29
—David Whitmer

“ put together on the back by three silver rings,
so that they would open like a book”32
—Martin Harris
“ bound together in a volume, as the leaves of a
book, and fastened at one edge with three rings
running through the whole”33
—Orson Pratt
“ Through the back of the plates were three rings,
which held them together, and through which a
rod might easily be passed, serving as a greater
convenience for carrying them; the construction
and form of the plates being similar to the gold,
brass, and lead plates of the ancient Jews in
Palestine.”34
—Orson Pratt
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Reading Order

This is the only surviving copy of the characters from the gold
plates. Because the characters are not arranged in columns,
this is apparently not the transcription that Anthon saw.

“ I wish to mention here that the title-page of
the Book of Mormon is a literal translation,
taken from the very last leaf, on the left hand
side of the collection or book of plates, which
contained the record which has been translated,
the language of the whole running the same as
all Hebrew writing in general.*” [The asterisk
directs the reader to a note that says, “*That is,
from right to left.”]35
—Joseph Smith Jr.
Characters, Text, and Plate Surface
“ [The plates] were filled with . . . Egyptian characters. . . . The characters on the unsealed part
were small, and beautifully engraved. The whole
book exhibited many marks of antiquity in its
construction and much skill in the art of engraving.”36
—Joseph Smith Jr., Orson Pratt
“There were fine engravings on both sides.”37
—John Whitmer
“ We also saw the engravings thereon, all of
which has the appearance of ancient work, and
of curious workmanship.”38
—Eight Witnesses

20
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Count Alexander von Humboldt published this drawing in 1814 of
the Aztec Calendar Stone, which had been discovered in 1790.
This is the only “Mexican calendar” that Anthon could have seen
in Humboldt’s work.

“ [T]he characters . . . were cut into the plates
39
with some sharp instrument.”
—William Smith
“ Upon each side of the leaves of these plates
there were fine engravings, which were stained

OF WHAT MATERIAL WERE THE PLATES?
with a black, hard stain, so as to make
the letters more legible and easier to
be read.”40
—Orson Pratt
The following statements, though
based on transcriptions of the characters
engraved on the plates and not on examination or intimate knowledge of the plates
hemselves, are also of interest.
“ It [Joseph’s transcription of characters from the plates] consisted of all
kinds of singular characters disposed
in columns, . . . Greek and Hebrew
letters, crosses and flourishes; Roman
letters inverted or placed sideways
were arranged and placed in perpendicular columns, and the whole
ended in a rude delineation of a circle, divided into various compartments, arched with various strange
marks, and evidently copied after the
Mexican calendar.”41
—Charles Anthon
“ The characters were arranged in
columns, like the Chinese mode of
writing, . . . Greek, Hebrew and all
sorts of letters, more or less distorted,
. . . were intermingled with sundry
delineations of half moons, stars, and
other natural objects, and the whole
ended in a rude representation of the
Mexican zodiac.”42
—Charles Anthon
“ [Martin Harris] was in the habit of
exhibiting to his hearers what he
claimed to be a fac simile [sic] copy
of the title page of the forthcoming
book [Book of Mormon].” One who
saw this copy said, “On it were drawn
rudely and bunglingly, concentric
circles, between, above and below, which were characters, with
little resemblance to letters.”43
—Charles W. Brown

Were the Book of Mormon plates pure gold, or were they made from an
alloy that looked like gold? The most serious investigation of this question was
done 45 years ago by Read H. Putnam of Evanston, Wyoming, a blacksmith and
metallurgist.1 Working first from the general dimensions of the set of plates as
reported by eyewitnesses, he calculated that a block of pure gold of that size
would have weighed a little over 200 pounds. A number of witnesses, however,
put the weight of the set at about 60 pounds. The discrepancy can be partly accounted for by the fact that the leaves must have been handcrafted, presumably
by hammering, and irregularities in flatness would have left air space between
the plates. This led Putnam to surmise that the entire set of plates would have
weighed probably less than 50 percent of the weight of a solid block of the metal.
Because the weight of a metal depends on its purity, we must also consider whether the plates were of pure gold. The Nephites were aware of purity
distinctions and alloys. We know, for example, that the “brass” plates were of
an alloy (quite surely bronze, a copper-tin mixture)2 and that the plates of Ether
were specifically distinguished as being of “pure” gold (Mosiah 8:9). Further
more, Nephi taught his associates “to work in all manner of” metals and “precious ores” (2 Nephi 5:15). Yet nowhere does the text say that the Nephites’
plates were of pure gold.
Joseph Smith’s brother William specifically said that the material of the
plates was “a mixture of gold and copper.”3 (Someone must have provided an
objective basis for that statement, for the natural assumption would have been
that the plates were pure gold.) The cautious statements by other witnesses,
including Joseph Smith himself, who spoke of the plates as having “the appearance of gold,” suggest that the metal may have been an alloy.4
Putnam observed that the only two colored metals from antiquity were gold
and copper. An alloy of those two elements was called “tumbaga” by the
Spaniards and was in common use in ancient tropical America for manufacturing precious objects. Putnam put forward the reasonable hypothesis that metal
plates made in Mormon’s day were of that material (the earliest Mesoamerican
archaeological specimen of tumbaga—made from a hammered metal sheet—
dates to the same century, the fifth century a.d., when Moroni hid up the plates
he had in his possession).5 If Mormon’s Book of Mormon plates were made of
tumbaga, their weight would have been much less than had they been made of
pure gold. Putnam made that point in mathematical detail and concluded that
the total weight of the plates in Joseph Smith’s charge would have been near
the 60-pound figure reported by several witnesses.
It is of interest that tumbaga was commonly gilded by applying citric acid
to the surface. The resulting chemical reaction eliminated copper atoms from
the outer .0006 inch of the surface, leaving a microscopic layer of 23-carat gold
that made the object look like it was wholly gold.6 Plates having “the appearance of gold,” then, are exactly what we would expect if they were made of
tumbaga.7 !

In the process of depletion gilding, the particles of gold and copper that are uniformly distributed
throughout the alloy are exposed to an open flame, which causes the copper to turn black. The
copper is then removed by a mildly acidic “pickle,” such as a citrus extract. When heated and
polished, the remaining surface particles compress and form a thin layer of pure gold.

The Book of Mormon Plates
Janne M. Sjodahl
As far as I know, we have no data from which to
calculate, with any degree of accuracy, the number of
plates contained in the original volume of the Book
of Mormon, or their weight. And yet, such questions
have been discussed seriously by unfriendly critics of
the Book of Mormon. The Prophet Joseph does not
enlighten us on that point, any more than Moses does
on the size and weight of the stone tablets on which
the law was engraved. The particulars furnished by

the eye witnesses were given in answer to questions
pressed upon them, in the course of what amounted
almost to cross-examination, many years after they
had seen the plates, and their figures could not be
anything but vague estimates, in the absence of new
revelations on the subject.
Suppose, for the sake of illustration, that two or
more men should be asked the dimensions of a book
they claim to have seen, say Webster’s Dictionary, and

This article originally appeared in the April 1923 issue of the Improvement Era.
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that the question was put to them twenty years after
they had actually had it before them; what would the
result be? Each would give his own impression, unless, indeed, there had been collusion between them.
David Whitmer, in an interview in the Kansas
City Journal, not very long before his death, said of
the plates:

have engraved the entire text on 48 plates.
This may sound incredible to some, but in the
first place, the Hebrews anciently did not write the
vowels, as we do. They wrote only the consonants
and they did not leave a blank space between words.
That was an immense saving of space. In the second
place, they did not need as many small words to com
plete a sentence as we do. And frequently the auxilThey appeared to be of gold, about six
iary words consisted of only one letby nine inches in size, about as thick
ter, which was attached to the main
as parchment, a great many in numword, either as a prefix or suffix. Fi
ber, and bound together like the
nally, they used many abbreviations
leaves of a book by massive rings
and that was another great saving of
1
passed through the back edges.
space.
Martin Harris, according to Myth
Now, if we allow fifty plates to an
of the Manuscript Found,2 estimated
inch, and four inches for the thickness
the plates at eight inches by seven
of the volume, we find that o
 ne-third
inches, and that the volume had a
which was translated consisted of 66
thickness of about four inches, each
or 67 plates. But as only 48 were actuplate being about as thick as thick tin.
ally needed, there is ample enough
Orson Pratt had never seen the
margin to allow for large, readable
plates, but owing to his intimacy
characters, and the necessary thickwith the Prophet and the witnesses,
Janne M. Sjodahl. Courtesy Deseret News.
ness of each plate.
his word has great weight. He tells us
It is just as difficult to estimate
that the plates were eight by seven
the weight of the plates as their number. Thirty-five
inches, and that the volume was about six inches,
twenty-dollar gold pieces would cover a surface 8 by
each plate being about as thick as common tin.
7 inches. To make a column four inches high, 48
Orson Pratt also tells us that two-thirds of the volwould be needed. That is to say, thirty-five times
ume was sealed.
forty-eight twenty-dollar gold pieces—1,680 in all—
The question therefore is: Could one-third of a
would make up the dimensions of the plates, 8 by 7
volume of metal leaves, eight by seven inches, by
by 4 inches. But each of these weighs, as I am infour (according to Martin Harris), or eight by seven
formed, 211⁄2 pennyweights. That would make a toby six (Orson Pratt), contain enough plates, each as
tal, if my figures are correct, of 123 pounds avoirduthick as tin, to yield the necessary space for the enpois.
tire text of the Book of Mormon?
But from this weight liberal deductions must be
We have been told that this was utterly impossible.
made. The plates did not fit as closely together as
Now look at the accompanying illustration [see
gold coins stacked up in columns. They were, in all
the illustration on p. 22, which has been reproduced
probability, hammered and not cast, and there would
at actual size]. On a space seven by eight inches, my
be quite a space between each. Further, they were
friend, Brother Henry Miller, a Hebrew by birth, has
not solid gold but an alloy. Nephi’s plates were made
written with pen and ink fourteen pages of the Book
of “ore,” and Moroni mentions “ore” as the material
of Mormon text, translated into Hebrew, using the
of which his plates were made (1 Nephi 19:1; Mor
square letters in which the Hebrew Bibles now are
mon 8:5). The ore certainly was considerably lighter
printed. That is to say, the entire Book of Mormon,3
in weight than the refined gold would have been.
fourteen pages of the American text to each page of
Then again, some allowance must be made for the
Hebrew, could be written on 403⁄7 pages—21 plates
metal cut away from every plate by the engraver.
in all.
Everything considered, the entire volume could not
Brother Miller positively states that, even if the
have weighed a hundred pounds even if we accept
compilers of the Book of Mormon used much larger
the dimensions given as the actual measurements.
characters than he has used in this copy, they could
But they were not. They were only approximations.
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The question may also be approached from a
different angle. If the entire text was written on 48
plates, then the book contained only 144 leaves,
since t wo-thirds were sealed up. But if 200 leaves
weighed 123 pounds, 144 leaves weighed a fraction
over 88 pounds. When the necessary deductions are
made from their weight, something like anywhere
from 50 to 75 pounds remain, and that, I believe,
comes nearer the truth than any estimate made by
unfriendly critics.
The plates were not heavier than that the Prophet,
who was an unusually strong man, physically, as well
as intellectually, could lift them and handle them.4
This is the testimony of eye witnesses. And that testimony stands.

But, is it certain that the Prophet Joseph had
charge of the part of the plates that was sealed up?
That may be the general impression, but is it correct? Orson Pratt5 says:
You recollect that when the Book of Mormon was
translated from the plates, about two-thirds were
sealed up, and Joseph was commanded not to
break the seal; that part of the record was hid up.

If the words which I have italicized mean that
the sealed part of the volume was hidden before the
translation of the other part was even begun, then
the Prophet did not have the sealed part in his keeping, and the objection based on the weight of the
volume rests on nothing. !

In 1927 Henry Miller wrote a translation of seven pages consisting of 2 Nephi 11:4–16:9 (Isaiah 2–6) in the paleo-Hebrew script used in Lehi’s day.

Epigraphic Considerations on
Janne Sjodahl’s Experiment
with Nephite Writing
John Gee
Two issues arise from the Hebrew characters
that Henry Miller drew for Janne Sjodahl’s experiment on Nephite writing. A minor issue is that
Miller used the later, square Hebrew letters rather
than the archaic Hebrew letters of Lehi’s day. The
type of characters used made a difference in the
space required to record the sample text. A major
issue, however, is the size of the characters used,
which made an even greater difference in the space
required for the sample text. To modern readers,
the characters that Miller used look too small to
be readily legible. Would ancient scribes have used
such minuscule letters?
A casual look at Hebrew papyrus manuscripts
(most of which date to after the Babylonian exile)
shows that the letters were written much larger
than those that Miller rendered. Papyrus documents
were written with brush and ink and can exhibit
elegant calligraphy. But the plates of gold and brass
were engraved, and engraving involved different
conventions than did brush and ink writing.
We now have enough actual examples of ancient Hebrew writing on artifacts to examine the
issue of engraved Hebrew characters from Lehi’s
day. Published drawings or photographs of the
writing on such objects are typically enlarged to
two or three times the actual size in order to make
the characters more legible. I have measured the
actual size of the letters on a series of engraved
objects based on their documented size. The char
acters used anciently are about the same size as
those that Sjodahl’s scribe used. Contrary to our
notions of legibility, Miller’s Hebrew script serves
adequately for the test for which Sjodahl used it.
The writing sample I have used in the accompanying chart is taken from two recent publications
(others could have been used without changing
the result) that illustrate ancient seals, bullae, and
weights on which Hebrew characters are engraved.
Seven objects come from the Moussaieff collection,
as shown in a book by Robert Deutsch.1 Other letters appear on a stone weight (the “Kollek weight”)
discussed in an article by Michael Heltzer.2 The ob-

jects were selected to cover the entire alphabet. All
the writing comes from the three centuries immediately preceding Lehi’s departure from Jerusalem.
The letters in Sjodahl’s 1927 article average
about 1.5 mm square. The table below shows the
sizes in millimeters of the characters on the antique
objects. (The table substitutes later Hebrew equiva
lents, which some readers will know, rather than
the archaic characters.) The letters vary in size from

object to object but are all roughly in the 1–3
mm-square range. The epigraphic realities of the
size of the characters shed new light on Jacob’s
remark about “the difficulty of engraving our
words upon plates” (Jacob 4:1) and on Moroni’s
lament that “we could write but little, because of
the awkwardness of our hands” (Ether 12:24). !

The

B O O K O F M O R M O N A RT

of

“ PA I N T E R

of S C R I P T U R E ”

V E R N S WA N S O N

Preliminary sketch for Lehi and His People Arrive in the Promised Land. Courtesy Arnold Friberg.

Arnold Friberg, arguably more than any other

The Artist’s Background
Friberg was born in Illinois in 1913 to Scandina
vian immigrant parents. Later the family moved to
Phoenix, Arizona, where they joined the Church of
Jesus Christ of L
 atter-day Saints and where Arnold
grew up (he did not visit Utah until 1947). He recalled
that his art career began when, as a youth, he painted
signs and billboards, “making a man’s living at it since
I was 13.”1 He did a correspondence course in art when
he was 18, followed by a year at the Chicago Academy
of Fine Arts. Two years later he returned to the academy for a second year.
He aspired to be, and has always considered him
self to be, an illustrator, not an artist. During the Great
Depression he made an adequate living in several as28
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pects of commercial art, but his first fame came from
calendar illustrations. In 1937, in Chicago, he produced his first Northwest Mounted Police calendar
for the Northwest Paper Company. Over the next 35
years he drew well over 200 more calendar illustrations of the same genre, mastering there the broad-
shouldered, muscular male figure that would charac
terize all the rest of his work. In 1946, after lengthy
infantry service in Europe and the Pacific during
World War II, the artist married Hedve Baxter of
Utah.
In 1949 Friberg joined the faculty of the Univer
sity of Utah to teach commercial art. Located in Salt
Lake City, he hoped to paint on behalf of his church.
He completed his first piece of religious art in 1950.
The scene showed Richard Ballantyne, founder of
the LDS Sunday School movement, conducting the
pioneer Sunday School. It immediately became very
popular and brought him to the attention of a patron who shortly thereafter would commission his
Book of Mormon series.

Richard Ballantyne Teaching the Pioneer Sunday School, by Arnold Friberg. © Intellectual Reserve, Inc.

artist, established for L
 atter-day Saints what Book of
Mormon people, landscapes, and events might have
looked like. His vision of the Nephites and Laman
ites has become so imbedded in our mind’s eye that
many of us still tend to judge all representations of
Nephites and Lamanites against the standard he
gave us.
Many of today’s active Latter-day Saint artists
have been deeply influenced by Friberg. Not all, of
course, are pleased with the familiar images bequeathed to us by the senior a rtist—the w ide-
shouldered Aryan men and the slender, vulnerable
women they are regularly shown protecting. His
conception of how Book of Mormon events and
heroes should be represented has tended to sweep
aside alternative artistic concepts in the same manner that Picasso, for instance, dominated for a time
the secular art scene at the peak of his creative work.
The primary aim of this article is to tell how
Friberg’s 12 definitive Book of Mormon paintings
came to be created and to shed added light on them
by having the artist explain what he had in mind
when he conceived and executed them. In recent
months Friberg has been kind to spend time freely
with the author to clarify these matters. Coinciden
tally, this year has seen renewed public interest in
these paintings. All 12 originals have been displayed
in a special section of the new Conference Center of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in
Salt Lake City, and an interview with Friberg was
televised in April to mark the release of a set of
finely crafted reproductions of his Book of Mormon
paintings.

Utah society at the time was not artistically sophisticated. The conventional view was that art’s primary purpose was d
 idactic—to teach moral lessons.

Friberg fit very well into the role of a 1950s artist. He
with social, political, and ecclesiastical prominence.
That position carried with it a sense of obligation to
was a very able draftsman, and his narrative or realist
benefit and lift her people and the “Deseret” cultural
manner sought to make each of his pieces an accurate
region. She had an active and creative mind that had
glimpse of life as it had once been, virtually a visual
been exposed to litaid for historierature and art by
cally minded
virtue of schooling
viewers. No other
Friberg fit very well into the role of a
and travel far beUtah or LDS artist
yond the norm. It
had the training or
1950s artist. He was a very able draftsman,
was not strange on
experience to paint
her part to think of
in the manner that and his narrative or realist manner sought to
he did. His natural make each of his pieces an accurate glimpse of commissioning an
artist. Further-
talent and artistimore, the fact that
life as it had once been, virtually a visual aid
cally straightforher ancestry was
ward style were
aided by his tradi- for historically minded viewers. No other Utah prominent in the
church in the late
tional method:
or LDS artist had the training or experience
19th and early 20th
from his sketches
centuries gave her
to paint in the manner that he did.
and use of live
confidence to take
models he made
a personal action
photographs,
that might have made others hesitate.
drawings, and oil studies before painting his canvases.
Since the magazine’s budget was limited, her
He never short-circuited that painstaking process. The
first
thought was to ask the church to underwrite
result was historically defining genre art that viewers
this
project.
It would not be cheap. For an artist of
could connect to their own ideas and feelings.
Friberg’s stature the total cost would be significant
The Project Conceived and Launched
for that day (in fact, he was eventually paid $1,000
Adele Cannon Howells (1902–1951), president of
per painting). When her request for a special approthe church’s Primary Association, the auxiliary organipriation was denied, she decided that if the project
zation charged with religious education of LDS children,
was going to be done, she would have to support it
felt that this artist whose painting of Richard Ballantyne
personally. Friberg relates: “Her last act in life [in
had impressed her could teach Primary children in a
1951], the night she died, was to arrange for the sale
unique way. She wanted him to receive a commission to
of some property to pay for the project. She didn’t
produce a dozen paintings based on the
live even to see one of the paintings
Book of Mormon—one for each issue
done.”2
of the monthly Children’s Friend, the
The work began in late 1950.
organization’s magazine for children.
First came the process of selecting
This art, she hoped, would inspire the
topics. From a staggering number of
young with heroic views of the great repossibilities, Sister Howells and the
ligious leaders in the Nephite scripture.
artist picked those that were thought
Sister Howells was in a unique soto capture moments of the greatest
cial position to take such action. She
doctrinal and historical importance.
was educationally advantaged by
Friberg, however, selected the final 12
virtue of her family background. As a
based on their artistic possibilities.
granddaughter of Angus Cannon,
The artist did preliminary rebrother of George Q. Cannon of the
search toward the accuracy of the
church’s First Presidency, she beportrayals he had in mind. Unlike
longed to one of Utah’s elite families.
Adele Cannon Howells, General
biblical scenes—for which the exact
President of the Primary Association
The Cannons combined comparative
location of major events more or
wealth (on the local economic scale)
less defined landscape, architecture,
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dress, armor, food, and utensils—Book of Mormon
scenes could not be based on definitive geographical
and cultural settings. Friberg calls himself a “painter
of scripture,” but in order to prepare a visual expres
sion of scenes from the text, he wanted expert guid
ance on such points. In 1951 he sought out Professor
M. Wells Jakeman in the Department of Archaeology
at Brigham Young University for technical advice.
John L. Sorenson, who was a graduate student in
the department at the time, recalls overhearing the
conversation in which Jakeman told Friberg that he
could not help. The professor was reluctant to com
mit himself prematurely, as he saw it, to match anecdotes from the Nephite record with specific data
on cultural contexts that were still at that time unclear.3 The dilemma posed for the painter by this
lack of authoritative guidance caused him to rely
less on archaeological reconstruction than on common sense.
Friberg came face to face with the need for pragmatism in representing context in the first painting,
entitled The Brother of Jared Sees the Finger of the
Lord. A key problem was similar to that before
Michelangelo when he chose to paint the finger of
God in the Sistine Chapel. Should the Lord’s finger
be shown actually touching the 16 transparent stones
that the brother of Jared asked to be made luminous?
After all, the Lord does have a finger and a hand, as
the account in Ether 3 makes clear. “The brother of
Jared,” says Friberg, “fully expected the stones to be
lighted. It was seeing the finger that astonished and
terrified him.”4 Friberg met the artistic problem by
painting the scene from behind the praying man
with light emanating from the stones so blinding
that it rules out any representation of a finger. Ted
Schwarz, author of a book on Friberg’s art, recognized that “the painting thus succeeds in conveying
great visual power without creating theological
controversy.”5
The First Eight Paintings Completed
The second work, Lehi in the Wilderness Discovers
the Liahona, was figuratively much more complex
than the brother of Jared painting. The scene to be
depicted was this: “As my father arose in the morning,
and went forth to the tent door, to his great astonishment he beheld upon the ground a round ball of curious workmanship; and it was of fine brass. And
within the ball were two spindles; and the one pointed
the way whither we should go into the wilderness”
30
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(1 Nephi 16:10). Of course, the artist had no physical
model of this divinely prepared “compass” to which to
refer in composing the scene. From a 1986 interview
we learn how he viewed his predicament:
How large was the Liahona? How did they see
the pointers? Did he open the lid? Was it made
of open work? What did they do with it when
they weren’t using it? Did they let it roll around
on the deck of the ship?6

The artist’s personality comes through clearly
in a comment that contrasts his artistic challenges
(those of “Mr. Pictures”) with the advantage of a
writer (“Mr. Words”), who could avoid potential
criticism by simply writing nothing about the appearance or dimensions of the Liahona:
[But] now we come to Mr. Pictures. That’s me! I
can’t duck. There is no tube of paint that says,
“Don’t know.” I have to come to grips with it.
You have to decide if [the Liahona] is going to
be this big. Now I don’t know any more than
[the next guy], but I have to paint something. I
decided on a handy little size that they could
hold in their hand, and I made a little tripod
stand for it to sit in. Someone will actually demand, . . . “Then how dare you paint it, if you
don’t know?” . . . All you can do is research the
period as close as you can and picture something
that makes sense. You just come up with something that somehow fulfills your idea of what it
looked like.7

With this painting it became obvious that Fri
berg’s representation of the male physique would be
of splendid proportions and appearance. The proliferation of figures across the artist’s canvases created
the sense of another race of people far different
from what any viewers had encountered before. This
strangeness cut two ways. For some viewers the figures elicited a special reverence, but for others they
suggested a surreal, mythic civilization borne by
heroic European-style men in ancient America not
at all in keeping with usual notions about the p
 re-
Columbian peoples.
The dramatic power and spiritual forcefulness
of the paintings concerned some church leaders who
were accustomed to the rather passive Book of
Mormon art of the time. But Friberg, who had always admired great historical figures, envisioned the
Nephites as heroic and “larger than life”8 and desired
to convey that vitality in his art. He was not just in-

Hiatus
After eight of the dozen paintings were completed, with the others in sketch form, a life-changing
event happened. The artist was visited by a publisher
from Sweden, Herman Stolpe, to whom Friberg presented a set of the eight Book of Mormon prints
then available. (The prints had won top national
honors in a competition held by the National Litho
graphic Society.) Subsequently Stolpe visited Cecil
B. DeMille, the famous Hollywood film director.
DeMille asked if Stolpe knew of any European artists
of religious subjects who could work on his coming
megafilm, The Ten Commandments. Stolpe recommended only one artist, Friberg, and passed the set
of prints on to DeMille. That recommendation was
echoed by the Metropolitan Museum of Art when
Paramount Pictures inquired there about American
artists of religious subjects. The result was that in
1954 the filmmaker contracted Friberg as chief a rtistdesigner for the motion picture.
Friberg gladly dropped the Book of Mormon art
project for the time being, not least because of his

Courtesy Springville (Utah) Museum of Art

venting the rules of engagement for a set of new crea
tive paintings; he was, as it were, creating a wonderful new race of God’s children.
Sometime following Adele Cannon Howells’s
death, the artist began meeting with senior General
Authorities about technical and theological issues involved in further paintings. They were concerned
about appropriateness and taste as well as possible
mistakes in the light of doctrine and archaeological
findings. The artist’s mode of working with them
was to take account of their views and then to resolve
matters according to his own artistic judgment, hoping to receive as much forgiveness as permission.
“It is important to remember that these paintings
were done first of all for children,” said Friberg, who
believed this could be achieved without painting “in
some lightweight ‘kiddy style.’”9 Each completed
canvas appeared in the Children’s Friend. Friberg’s
young audience apparently reacted positively to the
paintings, and adults found them appealing as well.
Millions of reproductions subsequently appeared as
lithographs, special editions, and, most important,
illustrations in the missionary versions of the Book
of Mormon itself. This wide distribution of his art
made Friberg the “Father” of Book of Mormon subject painters and, along with Minerva Teichert, one
of the church’s two foremost painters of scripture.

President David O. McKay, Stephen L Richards (left), and Charlton
Heston join the artist and his wife in examining the paintings.

frustration at the scrutiny by others of “every detail
in every picture.”10 The work he would now do on
the movie would actually further his ability to finish
off the scripture paintings when he resumed that
project. Friberg had always been inspired by Gustave
Doré, the French historical and biblical artist, and
DeMille now added another source of influence by
demanding that all his staff study the work of the
English artist Lawrence Alma-Tadema (d. 1912),
who had painted ancient Greek and Roman scenes
with uncanny realism and authenticity.11
The kind of realism modeled for Friberg by
these sources and demanded by cinema work were
welcomed by him. He had always scorned modern
art, saying in 1954,
I have plenty of enemies . . . among artists who
resent my earning a living. They think I should
go off and starve while painting something “significant.” I am doing what I want to d
 o—painting
pictures people want and understand. I have no
burning ambition to create the kind of “art”
which the confused critics praise for its “plastic
significance,” “fluid lines,” and “inner awareness,”
or (heaven forbid) “must be understood on three
levels.”12

He completed 15 major paintings for the film,
and Paramount showcased them in an exhibit that
toured the world. The exhibit included Friberg’s 12
portraits of the movie’s stars and many sketches in
pencil, watercolor, and oil. In a recent interview
Friberg emphasized that these were not paintings
made from the motion p
 icture—rather, the motion
picture took its artistic direction from the paintings.
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Daniel, engraving by Gustave Doré

The Finding of Moses, by Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema. Courtesy Vern Swanson.

Back to the Studio
After four years in Hollywood, Friberg returned
to Salt Lake City to face up to the uncompleted Book
of Mormon project. He had promised Sister Howells
on her deathbed that he would complete the series,
come what may.
The major obstacle, in the artist’s view, was resistance by church leaders to LDS artists’ painting or
sculpting representations of the Savior. The source
of this practice of the church is obscure and probably complex, but at least at this time and for some
time afterward the practice was followed. Oddly, the
work of n
 on-LDS artists (such as Harry Anderson)
was not held to the same rule,13 and their representations of the Master were commonly used in church
instructional materials. For Friberg’s Book of Mor
mon series the greatest difficulty was with the scene
Christ Appearing to the Nephites. His original proposal
for a painting was not approved. He substituted another concept entirely that showed the Savior at a
distance descending from the sky.
The Artist’s Observations on His Paintings
Our comprehension of what is before our eyes
in the 12 Book of Mormon paintings is enhanced by
the artist’s comments14 about his intentions and
methods. His remarks appear in quotation marks.
The Brother of Jared Sees the Finger of the Lord
(Ether 3). “Cecil B. DeMille liked this painting so
much that it became the basis for Moses’ costume
[in the movie The Ten Commandments] when he
32
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kneeled before the burning bush. I d
 idn’t copy it exactly, but DeMille wanted the same feeling in the
burning bush scene that he had witnessed here with
the brother of Jared.”
Lehi in the Wilderness Discovers the Liahona (1 Ne
phi 16). “Lehi was a wealthy man, and he wouldn’t be
dressed like some poor Bedouin. He’d have rich cloth
ing on. This is the way you tell the story in pictures.
By the selection of the clothing you try to show the
character of the person. Working on this picture, I
rose early to observe the cool pearly light of early
dawn, so different from warmer sunset light.”
Abinadi before King Noah (Mosiah 11–13). “I
composed it the opposite of the well-known principle
in art, the ‘principle of the Jewel.’ . . . It is like a jewel
setting—the central figure is the most interesting
part. You use the strongest color and the strongest
and most vibrant contrast around the center of interest, and then it goes into surrounding neutrals.
I reversed it here for the purposes of this picture.
Against the simplicity of Abinadi in his grey prison
garb was the opulence of the court. The richness of
the colors set off this simple, humble man.
“And the jaguars—I spent days studying them at
the zoo. There were several reasons for putting them
in. One thing, it gives a royal touch to have the animals chained to the throne. They are not leopards;
they are jaguars, which are more compact animals
than leopards. Jaguars are found only in Central and

The artist was at the height of his enthusiasm for the project when he was at work on the fourth painting, Abinadi before King Noah. Photo
courtesy Vern Swanson. Jaguar image courtesy Allen J. Christenson.

South America, so they sort of help define the geographical setting. Animals are very sensitive to supernatural power. . . . The jaguars are snarling because
they sense the awesome power that is surrounding
Abinadi.
“Then there are the priests of King Noah. I had
somewhat in mind the man back here at the right
might be young Alma. He was mightily impressed
by the courageous testimony of Abinadi, so much so
that he became a prophet.”
This is the artist’s favorite painting of the entire set.
The figure of Abinadi held special meaning for Arnold
Friberg. When his family was converted in 1921 in Ari
zona through the missionary efforts of a Brother Altop,
Arnold was seven years old. He was baptized the next
year and remembers fondly the missionary teaching his
family received from Brother Altop. As Friberg was at
work painting this picture, Brother Altop visited him in
Salt Lake City. Lean and muscular from years of working as a carpenter, the revered friend was immediately
put to work posing as Abinadi.
Nephi Subdues His Rebellious Brethren (1 Ne
phi 17). “I tried to show a fine, strong young man.
Nephi himself records that he was large of stature.
And, of course, this shows his forge. It [was] a big
enough job to undertake to build a ship, but he had
to start before that. He didn’t even have any tools.
He had to melt the ore out of the mountain and
then fashion a crude forge, even to make the tools.
Talk about starting from scratch!”

Lehi and His People Arrive in the Promised Land
(1 Nephi 18). “Yes, this shows the ship that Nephi
built. Nobody knows what his ship looked like. All
we are told is that it was not built after the manner
of men. . . . I don’t think God would instruct Nephi
to build some very weird thing never seen in heaven
or earth just to prove that it had divine help. It would
be some perfectly sensible principle of shipbuilding
that was perhaps in advance of what was known to
shipbuilders at that time.
“This moment is when, with great relief, they finally sighted land, so for the moment the fighting
between them is forgotten in the excitement of seeing land.
“The birds are not seagulls, but rather swallow-
tailed roseate terns, which are found in the tropical
waters around Central America. Such details helped
define the geographic location for this painting. Lehi
is looking heavenward in thanks, while the other
guys are pretty much like in a pirate picture, shouting ‘Land Ho!’ The huge ropes were from the movie
The Ten Commandments, and they were brought
from Egypt. The Bedouins there weave these immense ropes by hand.”
Jesus Christ Appears unto the Nephites (3 Nephi 8–11). “The reason I made him [the Savior] that
small and so high up was so that no one could nail
me—‘How do you know how he looked?’ So I put this
little figure up in the sky and made it so small that no
one could quibble over details like facial features.”
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Two Thousand Stripling Warriors (Alma 53, 56).
“They call them s triplings—some say, ‘the Boy Scout
army.’ No! No! They were young men. They were like
David. They talk about David going out and taking
on Goliath. They said, ‘He is a man of war and you
are just a youth.’ That doesn’t mean that he was a
little e ight-year-old. In his statue of David, Michel
angelo captures a splendid young man, athletic,
maybe not as mature as men of war, but still a boy
compared to them. That is the way I figure these
youths were.
“I put Helaman on a horse. . . . Of course the
Book [of Mormon] does not say that Helaman rode
a horse, but in [certain] other places it mentions
them. Ammon was out taking care of the king’s
horses [at one point].”

came to the knowledge of their Redeemer’! This is
the verse that I was really illustrating. . . . I put the
waterfall in just to make it more beautiful. The foreground guards are alert, aware of the danger from
King Noah’s soldiers.”

Captain Moroni Raises the Title of Liberty
(Alma 46). “We are reading the thought itself that
Captain Moroni expressed on his banner. Now I am
supposed to picture how he wrote it. He didn’t write
it in English. English was not yet invented. He wrote
it in Hebrew. Mormon said he was engraving the
plates in Reformed Egyptian because it takes less
space. But if Moroni could write it in Hebrew it
would be a lot clearer. . . . So I went to the Rabbi
here [in Salt Lake City] and asked him to write the
message in what would have been the common char
acters Lehi brought with him. It didn’t look anything
like p
 resent-day Jewish script [second line of the
Hebrew text below]. That squarish letter we now
know as Jewish came in closer to the time of Christ.
[The first line of the Hebrew text below is more ancient and more correct], so I put it on the flag even
though there were those who insisted that I letter it
in English.”

Ammon Defends the Flock of King Lamoni (Alma
17). “As they came at him [Ammon], he cut off their
arms, and the servants carried the arms and showed
them to the king. I d
 idn’t dare show the arms being
cut off. It would make a great p
 resent-day horror
movie, w
 ouldn’t it? But I guess that’s the way they
did missionary work in those days! I showed the
moment just before the onslaught, to show that he
is ready to take them on.”

Hebrew writing reads from right to left

Alma Baptizes at the Waters of Mormon (Mos
iah 18:8–10, 30). “The eloquent words of Mosiah
are what I was painting: ‘How beautiful’ were the
waters. . . . Who knew what it looked like? ‘How
beautiful’ those waters looked to those ‘who there
34
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Samuel the Lamanite on the Wall (Helaman
13–16). “I have shown a great wind coming up, a
great storm. It doesn’t say there was a storm, but I
think the wind would have set up a storm at the
same time—everything conspired to knock Samuel
down off the wall and to confuse the aim of the
archers and slingers. . . . Somehow they were not
able to hit him, and he was able to escape over the
city wall. I have tried to reconstruct the buildings
of ancient America that have been uncovered.”

Mormon Bids Farewell to a Once Great Nation
(Mormon 6–7). After noting that this was the last
canvas painted in the commissioned series15 and
that it was also the last scene chronologically in the
Book of Mormon sequence, Friberg described his
ideas of the piece in his authoritative, booming voice:
“Now we are talking about the last picture. This is
after the last battle. This is downright Wagnerian,
isn’t it? Of course, I love Wagner. I love the great
hero tales of Siegfried. The story of Moroni is the
story of Siegfried. Every hero’s story is the story of
Siegfried. This represents the solemn scene . . . [with]
heaps of bodies [lying about]. . . . So I had to picture
the carnage and death, but I tried to do it tastefully.
Not a lot of blood and wounded bodies. I tried to
capture the götterdämmerung feeling such as Wagner
could have captured in music! This is the end of a
nation and an entire race. Mormon was . . . wounded
in the fight, and so they have laid him down there
on the hilltop. Things like this one last leaf on the
tree had their own little symbolism. You see the
buzzards circling, because there is death all around.
Blood on the sun! This is really Wagnerian tragedy.

The Risen Christ, by Arnold Friberg

“Also you notice this flag [behind Moroni on the
pole] is the same flag raised long ago by Captain
Moroni when he rallied the Nephites to fight for
freedom. I think they would have preserved . . . that
flag of Captain Moroni’s, the old Title of Liberty.
And I think at the end they would have said, ‘We
weren’t worthy to live under Moroni’s flag. Let us at
least die like men under the flag.’ If I had been making a motion picture, I would have them get out the
old flag of Captain Moroni’s and say, ‘At least let us
fight and die under it if we are men at all.’”
Aftermath
The series of 12 paintings set art on Book of Mor
mon subjects on a new trajectory. Friberg was now a
“painter of scripture.” The paintings were exhibited
for years in the church’s visitors’ center and museum,
then called the Information Bureau, on the south side
of Temple Square. After that facility was removed, the
Friberg art was kept in storage for years. Finally, in
the year 2000, the pieces were brought out and displayed in the new Conference Center adjacent to
Temple Square.
By the end of his work on the commissioned
dozen paintings, Friberg was dissatisfied with his re-

lationship with those who had supervised his work.
What further religious art he undertook would be of
his own volition and without sponsorship, and he did
continue to paint small religious works based on both
the Bible and the Book of Mormon. In 1963 Friberg
completed a painting on his own, outside the commission, that showed the Lord among the Nephites
in a more intimate setting, similar to what he had
initially wanted to do. It was advertised for sale in the
April 1965 Improvement Era as part of their Gospel-
in-Art print series and entitled The Risen Lord, but it
apparently was soon removed from the series.16
Friberg’s most recent canvas is a large nativity
scene called The Night That Christ Was Born.17
In the end analysis, Arnold Friberg’s Book of
Mormon series produced the most influential images
of art applied to LDS scripture. His paintings stand,
even today, as the boldest record showing what can
happen when dedicated artist and willing sponsor
work in collaboration. The success of the series is
measured by its continuing popularity among Latter-
day Saints and its value as a missionary tool. The
crucible of their creative origin is a reminder that
“great art is never easy.” Friberg forged them with
the greatest of emotion and the deepest of talent. !
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Samuel Smith starts his missionary journey.

The
Journey
of an
1830
Book of
Mormon

First Missionary, by William Whitaker. Courtesy estate of Lorin F. Wheelwright.

Gerald E. Jones

And again, verily thus saith the Lord, let my servant
Orson Hyde and my servant Samuel H. Smith take
their journey into the eastern countries, and proclaim
the things which I have commanded them; and inasmuch as they are faithful, lo, I will be with them even
unto the end. (Doctrine and Covenants 75:13)
On 1 February 1832, one week after the Prophet
Joseph Smith received the foregoing revelation at a
conference in Amherst, Ohio, Elders Hyde and Smith
left on their mission to the eastern states. In their
first day’s journey they traveled from Kirtland to
Painesville, Ohio, where they “visited some of the
Brethren and tarried over night with them.”1
The mission of Hyde and Smith would last 11
months and take them from Maine to Rhode Island.
After laboring more than 5 months, the missionaries
baptized their first convert, Melvin Wilbur, on 18
July 1832 in Providence, Rhode Island. They gave
him a copy of the Book of Mormon. I now own it.
Like many collectors, I have seen my appreciation of this rare, w
 ell-traveled book grow as I have
explored its ownership history and travels and have
contemplated how many lives it has touched and
continues to touch. The book is a stirring reminder
of the epochal early days of the restoration. Han
dling it—gently rubbing its smooth leather cover,
thumbing through its discolored pages, feeling its
weight, and perhaps holding it to the b
 reast—is to
touch history in an indelible, transforming way.
While the book’s full history remains obscure, what
is known in general o
 utline—the book’s provenance
and use, primarily in 1832, as a missionary tool—is
enough to transport one on a delightful journey
through time.
Seeking a Perfect Match
I have always liked old books, and for many
years old L
 atter-day Saint books have held a special
place among my interests. Shortly after arriving in
Berkeley in 1971, I took up my usual habit of haunting u
 sed-book stores. In a store that no longer exists,
I spotted an intriguing book on a shelf behind the
counter. On closer inspection, I was pleasantly surprised to find that it was a Bible published by the
American Bible Society in New York City in 1830. I
knew what an 1830 Book of Mormon looked like,
and this particular Bible was a match in both size
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and appearance. I bought the Bible and hoped to
complement it one day with a f irst-edition Book of
Mormon. A decade later I had saved enough money
to seriously start looking for one.
At that time the going price for an 1830 Book of
Mormon in good condition was $5,000. After a lot
of looking, I found two copies for sale at a book
dealer’s shop in San Francisco. Unfortunately, as is
fairly common, both copies were flawed. The labels
on the spines were missing, and one copy was warped
from water damage. A subsequent trip to Zion’s Book
store in Salt Lake City led me to proprietor Sam
Weller’s famous safe and the best copy I had seen.
But this copy too had a serious defect—the spine
was only partially intact, due to a diagonal cut by a
sharp object. My 1830 Bible, in contrast, was in almost perfect condition, and I wanted a Book of
Mormon to match it.
When I explained my desire to Mr. Weller, he
said that if I returned the next day he would show
me an 1830 Book of Mormon that was owned by his
deceased father. When I saw the book, I was very
pleased overall but disappointed that it contained
handwriting. I felt, as many book lovers do, that such
markings mar a book and compromise its value. Most
other copies I had seen were “clean” and therefore
preferable, or so I thought at the time.
The brown leather binding was plain except on
the spine, where, like my Bible, a few gold lines had
been stamped and a black label with the book’s title
printed in gold letters had been glued. The labels
were not an exact match: the one on the Bible is an
eighth of an inch wider. Despite the notations in Mr.
Weller’s Book of Mormon, its size, binding, label,
and general condition matched my Bible well enough
that I wanted to purchase it. (I have since come to
appreciate that the notations in my 1830 Book of
Mormon enhance its distinctive character and are a
treasured legacy from former owners.)
As one of 5,000 copies printed by E. B. Grandin
in Palmyra, New York, in 1830, my Book of Mormon

was bound by a local book binder with a stock
leather binding probably made by a supplier. The
black title patch has two gold lines at the top and
bottom, which match the five double lines on the
spine. This style of binding was standard in 1830,
and a number of books were bound in matching
style, including my 1830 Bible.2 Sometimes the
leather binding on books of that era had flaws. My
Book of Mormon has a circular leather patch (21⁄4
inches across) at the top of the front cover, used
by the manufacturer to repair a hole in the original
leather. On the back cover are two small holes apparently caused by subsequent wear.
When I purchased my 1830 Book of Mormon,
Mr. Weller provided a half-leather box that looks like a
leather-bound book on the outside but is hollow and
opens like a book. It made an elegant protective case
for my Book of Mormon, and naturally I wanted one
for my Bible as well. After learning from Mr. Weller
that these handsome boxes were made by a man in
New York at a cost of $100 each, I pursued the matter and purchased one, thus completing my matching set of two very collectible books of scripture.
A Book Placed in Providence
All existing copies of the 1830 Book of Mormon
undoubtedly have interesting histories, but I suspect
that few would match Melvin Wilbur’s for travel
within the United States. Printed in Palmyra, the
book went to Kirtland and was then carried by
Elders Hyde and Smith to Boston and from there to
Providence, where it was given to Melvin Wilbur.
The Book of Mormon has always been the premier missionary tool of the restored Church of Jesus
Christ. The 1830 editions are doubly precious because
they are artifacts from the foundational era of missionary work undertaken at the opening of this last
dispensation of the gospel. Knowing that my 1830
copy accompanied missionaries as notable as the
Prophet Joseph Smith’s brother Samuel (the first
missionary of the restored church) and Orson Hyde
(later an apostle) in their labors, I regard the book
with a special reverence. Its travels are in part interwoven with the missionary activities of Elders Smith
and Hyde in 1832. We are fortunate to possess the
daily missionary journals of both elders.
Elder Smith relates their entry into Rhode Island
and the subsequent events of that day as follows:
13th. [July 1832] Left Dorchester and went on
towards Providence. Traveled a part of the way

The 1830 edition of the Book of Mormon was bound so as to
match contemporary Bibles.

The Book of Mormon has always
been the premier missionary tool of
the restored Church of Jesus Christ.
The 1830 editions are doubly precious
because they are artifacts from the
foundational era of missionary work
undertaken at the opening of this last
dispensation of the gospel.
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and then got into the stage and rode into Provi
dence. Stopped to the house of one Miss Hawkins.
Some of the people were believing. They had
heard Sister Viena tell concerning the Book. Some
of them came in the same evening and we taught
them.

Orson Hyde’s account adds other details for the
same date:
Left Mr. Cramer’s for Providence, R.I.; traveled
on foot 20 miles, and then got into the Stage and
rode into Providence 20 miles further. Called on
a Mr. Love; found his wife believing so we found
friends and the Lord opened the way before us.3

The missionaries held meetings during the
evenings of 14–16 July. Elder Hyde alone records the
difficulties with a rabble on the last night:
They were of the baser sort, but the Lord enabled me to speak the work with boldness and
confidence, and I told them about it; and as soon
as meeting was out they set up a cry and uproar,
and they were determined to tar and feather us.
But as kind heaven would have it one man, a
friend, heard the collection, and came to us and
told us to be off, for mischief was devised against
us. Accordingly we passed off in the crowd unmolested and they lost their prey.

Both men gave an account of the next day’s events.
Elder Smith recorded more names in his account,
which follows.
17th. Visited some of those that were believing
and we concluded to meet with a few that believed, that we might comfort one another and
that we might teach them more and to know
how many were ready to go forward in baptism
and to conclude upon the time and place of baptism. We concluded to meet at Sister Hawkins’
and we came together and the people many of
them mistrusted that we were going to have a
meeting at Mr. Wilber’s and they gathered
around the house a great multitude and many
crowded into the house and Mr. Wilbur told
them that we were not there and many of those
that were outdoors would not believe and they
threatened that they would search the house and
find us and tar and feather us and there were
two young women that came and told us and
there was a considerable number gathered
around the house where we were and declared
40
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that if we were in the house that they would
have us, but the people of the house did not let
them in and told them there was no meeting
there and the street was full and those that saw
them said they thought there was a hundred
people in the road, but we kept still that we did
not talk to be heard, thus were we undisturbed.
None of those that were believing concluded to
obey by going forward in baptism save one Mr.
Wilbur concluded to go forward in baptism.

Only Elder Hyde recounted the trouble that he
and Elder Smith encountered following a baptism
the next morning, and only Elder Smith recorded the
person’s name as well as the name of another convert
who was baptized later that day. Elder Hyde wrote:
July 18th, 1832: Baptized one in the morning
early before the mob and people got to stirring
much, but on our return from the water a part
of the mob met us in the street, and one of them
presented me with a paper containing 4 sheet
iron plates with rings through the back in the
form of a D with heiroglyphics [sic] marked on
them with chalk. Went about the City considerable and every eye was upon us, and many were
busy laying plans to take us when it came night;
and I told Samuel that we would get out of this
City as soon as possible. Accordingly we left the
City after baptizing one more and confirmed
them at the water’s edge. We left for North Provi
dence about 5 P.M., put up with Mr. Angel, whose
wife was a sister of Virenna’s; friendly.

Elder Smith’s account fills in needed details, including the identification of Melvin Wilbur:
18th. Early the next morning he [Melvin Wilbur]
came down to be baptized and we went with him
away into a by place and baptised him and then
we went back to Sister Hawkins. Brother Wilber
went home and we ate breakfast and then went
to Brother Wilber’s. His wife was very much opposed or unbelieving. Found fault with him for
being baptized so soon and not telling the people
and his family of it, and we reasoned with her
and also with others and then we went to see a
man by the name of Ashton and he was not at
home and we also went to see others and
Brother Wilber got George Miller and went to
the water. We went to Sister Hawkins and got
our clothes and went to the same place where we
baptized in the morning and Brother Wilber and

George Miller came and met us and there we
baptized George Miller and confirmed him by
the laying on of hands. Brother Wilber had an
infirmity for a long time and we laid our hands
on him and told him that his infirmity should be
healed according to his faith, having great faith
that he would get entirely well and Brother Miller
had a lame leg and we laid our hands upon his
leg also. They accompanied us a short distance
and we left them and went about five miles to
Wm. Angel’s, whose wife was a sister of Sister
Viena Lacways.

On 20 July both elders recorded the fact that they
ordained Melvin Wilbur an elder. Whether they gave
him the Book of Mormon at that time or earlier is
not known. Elder Hyde added that they “gave him a
license to preach the Gospel” and that they “tarried
all night with Virenna’s at Fox Point Wharf in the
City.” Two days later they conducted a public meeting in which the newly ordained Elder Wilbur spoke,

thereby gaining Elder Hyde’s approval. I would like
to think that Elder Wilbur used his Book of Mormon
as the text for his remarks on that occasion.
I am unaware of any journal that Melvin Wilbur
may have kept, so what I have been able to piece together on his life is sketchy. Genealogical records tell
us he was born on 10 August 1801 or 1802 in Bridge
water, Plymouth County, Massachusetts, the son of
Lemuel Wilbur and Jane Leach. He married Eunice
Dennis in 1824. Four of their eight children were
born in Providence, the fourth being William, born
about 1834. One database lists 14 July 1832 as Melvin’s
baptismal date rather than 18 July, the date recorded
by the two missionaries. The Wilburs moved to Mis
souri, and evidently a daughter, Phoebe Eunice, was
born there on 25 April 1837. Melvin filed a petition
with the state for expenses incurred in his family’s
expulsion, which included a move from Richmond
to Far West and thence to Quincy, Illinois, in Novem
ber 1838. A seventh child was born to the Wilburs in
Nauvoo in 1844. A member of the Nauvoo Fourth
Ward, Melvin was endowed in the Nauvoo Temple
on 31 December 1845. The Wilburs’ last child was
born in Council Bluffs in August 1849. Melvin died
in Salt Lake City on 15 November 1885 at the age
of 83 or 84.
New Owners, New Horizons
Melvin Wilbur probably took the book with him
to Nauvoo, where it changed hands, being given sometime to the next owner of record, Dwight Eveleth.
Like Wilbur, Eveleth was a native of Rhode Island.
He took the book with him to San Francisco, where
it remained for more than 40 years.
Dwight Eveleth’s early history is obscure. He was
ordained a teacher in the Aaronic Priesthood, perhaps
in 1841, and he married Sarah Sheridan in Provi
dence, Rhode Island, on 24 December 1846. Appar
ently Eveleth had been a storekeeper in Nauvoo and
owned two lots there for a brief period. How he obtained Melvin Wilbur’s Book of Mormon is unknown.
A page glued on the inside front cover of the book
provides only this information:
This book was the property of Brother Dwight
Eveleth who came from the East to this State
[California] in the early fifties and settled in San
Francisco. In 1857 when the Elders were all called
home, Pres. Geo. Q. Cannon left Bro. Eveleth in
charge of affairs of the Church in this State. Bro.
Eveleth died in 1869 of Small pox. Sister Eveleth
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his wife has kept the book till now, July 28th,
1898. When, tho firm in the faith, yet surrounded
by her family who are indifferent to the Gospel,
and realizing that her end is near, she gave it to
me. Ephraim H. Nye.

Ephraim Nye, the book’s third owner, was president of the California Mission from 1896 to 1900.
Born at Ashford, Kent, England, on 8 August 1845,
he was baptized in 1857. He emigrated to Utah and
later returned to his homeland to labor as a missionary from 1881 to 1884. July 1902 saw him as president of the Southern States Mission. He died in
Columbia, South Carolina, in May 1903. Another
written note in the book indicates that President Nye
took the book with him to Atlanta, where the mission headquarters were.
Although the book’s owners during the next few
decades remain unknown, a handwritten note4 on
the first blank page of the book offers some food for
thought. The note, written in black ink by a Utah
State Supreme Court justice, reads in its entirety as
follows:
Who the owners of this volume have been is
now a matter of conjecture. Apparently Melvin
Wilbur of Rhode Island was among the early
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owners if not the first. Next appearance is in
California as appears from the typewritten slip
pasted on the front cover. F. R. Lavelle, a Scribner
book man suggested that it had been owned by
someone in the southern states by whom it had
been given to a Mormon missionary and then
brought to Utah. When I purchased it he said he
was pledged not to reveal the seller; but gave me
the information that it was a relative of Martin
Harris, one of the “Three Witnesses.” The volume
bears all the evidence of a first edition and in
any event is now 107 years old when I purchased
it June 17, 1937.
David W. Moffat, now a Justice of the Supreme
Court of Utah and residing at 286 Vine Street,
Murray City, Utah.

Judge Moffat or his estate sold the book to Sam
Weller’s father, and the book later passed from Sam
Weller to me, the current owner.
A Book to Share
It is not known how many copies of the 1830
Book of Mormon still exist. Damaged copies have
been broken apart to be sold by the page and thus
are scattered. Many have found their way into libraries around the country and into display cases

The known travels of Jones’s first-edition copy of the Book of Mormon. Map by Andrew D. Livingston.

in temples and museums as well as in the Missionary
Training Center in Provo. A few reside in private
collections. The number of extant copies is estimated
to be from 100 to 300. These rare books are in various stages of preservation. On many copies the title
patch on the spine has been lost or damaged, the
pages missing or torn, and the paper turned a brown
ish color (called foxing) due to chemical reactions.
Some copies bear the signatures of early church
leaders, greatly increasing their value.
While my 1830 Book of Mormon would be a
prize commodity in the collectibles market, I see it
as a book to appreciate and share rather than as a
mere investment without intrinsic value. I have tried
to teach others the true value of such a treasure. As
an artifact of the restoration, the book is a tremendously effective visual aid for teaching virtually any
topic related to the history of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints. I have taken my book to
institute classes and to sessions with early-morning
seminary teachers. Faculty and students alike have

appreciated holding and examining this relic of the
restoration.
Even more meaningful to me, my children have
come to appreciate the book and all it represents. I
always tell those who examine the book that Samuel
Smith and Orson Hyde handled it and gave it to a
convert. And of course there is the possibility that
even Joseph Smith may have held it. Since I purchased
the book, I have been spurred to accumulate a number of first-edition copies of the Book of Mormon
in foreign languages, and returned missionaries who
can read those editions have enjoyed studying them.
All of this has been gratifying to me as I have tried
to teach others the value of our Book of Mormon
heritage.
From what little I have been able to learn about
the history of one 1830-edition Book of Mormon,
I believe that if the journeys of other surviving copies
were known in full, in many cases the tales of owner
ship and travel would be f ascinating—and especially
moving when they involved the conversion of souls. !
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ot long ago a first-edition copy of the Book of
Mormon that had Brigham Young’s signature
in it was rumored to have sold for $200,000.
Whether the transaction took place is uncertain, but the report reflects expectations some
people now have about the market for rare copies of
the Book of Mormon. Why would anyone pay such
a sum for this book? Was it “worth” that much? Why
do people collect old LDS books at all? And what is
the place of the Book of Mormon in this pattern of
commerce?1
Of all the things acquisitive humans collect, old
books seem particularly desirable. They store e asily—
even handsomely—and most owners act as if their
volumes do not require any special care to keep them
from deteriorating. Moreover, a special aura attends

article) treasures his first-edition copy of the Book
of Mormon largely for sentimental reasons. The rare
book serves him as a mental and emotional bridge
to past events and characters with which he desires
the concreteness of a material connection. For a
teacher, an important book in hand can vitalize lessons based on that book.
Members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints have always been book people. The Book
of Mormon was, of course, the first literary icon to
mark a person’s membership in the church. Printing
presses marked the route westward from Palmyra as
much as graves and buffalo skulls. In the 20th century the number of titles available to the Saints increased greatly, and the criteria marking important
volumes underwent notable changes. Particularly in

a book collection, suggesting social status and literacy on the part of the owner.
Several basic motivations lead people to acquire
and keep books. One is simply the desire to possess
a set of distinctive objects for aesthetic enjoyment,
just as a child might collect pretty rocks or trading
cards. Many people acquire books so they can possess in tangible form the information those books
contain. Rare books are often purchased in anticipation that their monetary value will rise, whereupon
they may be sold for profit like any other investment. Sentiment leads people to keep books from
their childhood and books received as gifts or purchased as mementos. Gerald Jones (see preceding

the last 20 years, church leaders’ renewed emphasis
on the Book of Mormon has contributed to greater
interest among the general membership in the publication history of the translated Nephite scripture.
In the mid-20th century, collections of valuable,
rare LDS books were kept by individuals or institutions numbering only in the scores or low hundreds.
Most serious collectors knew, or at least knew of, each
other as part of a tiny set of cognoscenti. Today this
collecting enterprise has attracted many newcomers,
causing a dramatic change in the collecting scene.
The rules of the game are now different: the onetime
gentleman’s hobby has been transformed into more
of a business. Some observers credit the new situation
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to the rise of the Internet as a medium for auctioning books. Those most knowledgeable of the market
point instead to the considerable buying power of a
few LDS nouveaux riches as the stronger factor in
modifying the conditions of collecting.
At least on the surface, the practice of auctioning books over the Internet has proved important in
bringing about crucial change. Online activity has
provided a method to establish the dollar value of
volumes that once were theoretically, but not prac
tically, of discernible value. At the same time, the
owners of rare works are now of a different type.
No longer is knowledge of a book’s historical, literary, or doctrinal background and significance much
involved in considerations. Even less significant is
knowledge of a book’s intellectual content. New

years ago to more than 10 times that today. (It is
well to keep perspective, however, by noting that
during the same interval the price of many stocks
on the stock market has increased at an even greater
rate.) “Only very wealthy people can buy the more
rare items,” observes a Salt Lake City book dealer. At
the same time, there is a rising awareness that plenty
of interesting collectible books are available for
those with special interests and a slimmer purse.
Years ago most transactions involving first-edition
copies of the Book of Mormon were between a
dealer and an individual or institutional collector,
but now the Internet auction phenomenon is nearer
the norm. These auctions drive both asking and selling prices upward. Another book dealer observes
that “bidding is a contact sport in some cases. It gets

owners may be uninterested in, and even quite ignorant of, such intrinsic considerations. They are more
likely to be simply participants in the marketplace,
on the model of the naive though avid collectors of
art who have driven up the prices of famous paintings in the last generation.
For a long time the primary target for collectors
in the Intermountain West’s “Deseret” territory has
been copies of the first edition (1830) of the Book
of Mormon. Actually, these are not exceedingly rare.
The first edition ran to 5,000 copies, and a knowledgeable guess is that perhaps over 500 still exist.
Scores of copies change hands annually, yet the
price has risen from perhaps $5,000 for a copy 20

the adrenaline going, with a definite effect on price.”
Another dealer uses a more vigorous metaphor:
“Auctions can be like a feeding frenzy between at
least two collectors or dealers.” Because the Internet
has also made it possible for buyers and sellers to
discern just how rare any book is in relation to demand, truly rare items are now more easily recognized as such. Prices for them rise as a result. Firstedition copies of the Book of Mormon now average
on the order of $50,000 to $60,000.
The opposite effect is seen with another class of
collectible LDS books. The Internet sometimes reveals that the more common collectible books, even
though they may be old, are in relatively large supply.
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In the 1990s the rise in price for first-
edition copies of the Book of Mormon
was apparently spurred by the new
wealth created by the software and
information technology industries in
Utah. A class of rich and super-rich
entrepreneurs found themselves able
to pay previously unheard-of prices to
build personal collections.
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As a result, their prices in some cases may drop. An
example involves the Deseret Alphabet primer. A
person involved in the trade says, “A while ago several went for as high as $350 each. They have now
come down substantially. There were adjustments
because that high price brought more out of the
closet.” Of course, w
 ell-informed collectors knew all
along that the primer was not particularly rare.
In the 1990s the rise in price for first-edition
copies of the Book of Mormon was apparently
spurred by the new wealth created by the software
and information technology industries in Utah. A
class of rich and super-rich entrepreneurs found
themselves able to pay previously unheard-of prices
to build personal collections. Owning books of historical, religious, or sentimental value became a
mark of status in their circles. Once the social pacemakers set the pattern, wanna-bes kept it moving
and the dynamic of collecting in the Mormon market quickly altered because of the amounts of
money thrown into the pursuit of those trophies.
Of course, the infusion of new wealth in this market
did not all stem from Utahns. For example, a man
representing the historical tradition of Mormon dissident James Strang has used a personal fortune to
acquire upwards of 30 first-edition copies of the
Book of Mormon, and he continues to acquire
more. He has been quoted as acknowledging that a
primary motivation for the activity is financial; he
expects the rise in prices to make him still wealthier
down the road.
One consequence of the rising market for collectible LDS books is that buyers and sellers are now
less likely to be knowledgeable about the books they
handle. In the old days, before collectors made a
purchase they were likely to take time to examine a
book offered for sale and to learn something about
its history. Now it is common for rare books posted
for sale on the Internet to be sold within a day, a
practice that precludes direct, detailed examination
for quality. One consequence is that fraud is more
common. A naive buyer is far less likely to detect,
for example, that some pages in a purchased copy
have been photocopied (on old paper removed from
any old book) and inserted to fill in a gap, thus
making an expensive “complete” copy out of what
had been a volume with pages missing. In other
cases historical signatures have been cut out of commonly available books and pasted into rarer books
to construct a “signed copy.” Buying on the Internet

also increases the possibility of accepting false information offered about a book (such as a claim that it
is in “fine” or “mint” condition). Experienced dealers are more likely, of course, to detect and assess
items offered for sale that are of lower quality. One
of the rules of the book dealer’s trade has always
been “know whom you are dealing with.” Haste in
pursuing Internet (or any other) purchases can
mean that the inexperienced individual buyer errs
in this regard, sometimes being blinded by greed,
sometimes from sheer ignorance of the possible pitfalls. A dealer in Salt Lake City comments that “with
Mormon material specifically, we have recently seen
more collectors who are not informed. They are like
big game hunters doing trophy hunting. Some of
them have 10 to 20 copies of the same thing.”
While a touted advantage of e-commerce in rare
LDS books is that buyers have access to far more information than before, a key question is how a person can winnow reliable facts from trivialities or lies
encountered along the “information superhighway.”
For instance, books may be listed for sale that in fact
may not be currently available, the “seller” hoping to
acquire the item once he has a prospective buyer.
Moreover, reasonable prudence would lead buyers
to suspect that the best copies and bargains around
have already been sold to those who have paid closest attention to the m
 arket—dealers or prime c ollectors—leaving overpriced or defective books on a
given listing for the less wary.
Price and demand for old copies of the Book of
Mormon and other LDS works have changed, however, for reasons other than the Internet auction.
“The church has grown dramatically,” notes a librarian who handles LDS materials, “and so has the
number of collectors.” But of course the number of
old books does not increase, so prices inevitably rise
in accordance with the increased demand. Now some
copies of the Book of Mormon of later date, like
those of the early 20th century, are being sought by
collectors who missed getting in on the first-edition
wave. Copies of the scripture in languages other than
English have also begun to increase in marketability.
We might well imagine that a collection of every
foreign language translation of the Book of Mormon
would rise in value as the internationalization of the
church proceeds. Furthermore, “valuable” does not
necessarily mean “old.” There is, for example, considerable demand for first printings of all four editions of Bruce R. McConkie’s book Mormon Doctrine.

In the old days, before collectors
made a purchase they were likely to
take time to examine a book offered
for sale and to learn something
about its history. Now it is common
for rare books posted for sale on
the Internet to be sold within a day,
a practice that precludes direct,
detailed examination for quality.
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“We have seen the passing of a golden era,”
says one participant. “The collecting
game has deteriorated in a way.”
The collecting of LDS books is now a subcategory of the public’s interest in anything antique. The
popularity of public television’s Antiques Roadshow
program is symptomatic of this rising concern with
the p
 ast—both commercial and emotional. The
looting of archaeological and natural history sites
worldwide has been equally spurred by this seeming
desire of individuals to “get my piece of the past,”
even if the collectible object exists without context
that might maximize its meaning.
Another result of rising prices is that the relatively few institutions, mainly libraries, that have long
collected rare books are being priced out of the market when they try to acquire more of them. Rarely
do they have funds to compete in the current competitive bidder’s market. There is an irony here because the book treasures that libraries already own
are worth more in today’s market, yet the only way
for them to benefit from this nominal increase in
wealth would be to disperse their collections by selling them.
There are certainly bibliophiles of the old school
who lament the changes. A nostalgic dealer observes,
“It takes many years to become a serious, informed
collector. It takes a long time to develop the drive, to
develop areas of interest, and to know what one
wants. A focused collector also has to learn details of
availability, prices, and sources.” But such sophisti-

cated collectors are increasingly rare. “We have seen
the passing of a golden era,” says one participant.
“The collecting game has deteriorated in a way. Now
there are a lot more people that are interested in
making money through trading books. They treat
the books themselves like a mere commodity, not
something to own and treasure. The number of t op-
notch, informed collectors is small, and the proportion who are in that category is getting smaller.”
One is reminded of the Japanese businessman
who paid $53 million at auction a few years ago for
a particularly famous canvas by Van Gogh. His interest reportedly was in holding it for a time and
selling it at an even higher price. Meanwhile, the
masterpiece probably sits in a bank vault, unseen by
anyone. Such speculative ventures can be quite risky,
especially for novice collectors. An avaricious hunter
of “good deals” who lacks knowledge of market reali
ties may be trapped into thinking that a jackpot situa
tion he has heard about—like the purported $200,000
copy of the Book of M
 ormon—can be duplicated by
sheer luck operating through the Internet auction
mechanism. The reality is, of course, quite different.
For some reason LDS collectors want the 1830
edition of the Book of Mormon above all, when in
terms of actual value—both intrinsic and monetary—
other works are more interesting. “The 1837 Kirtland
printing of the Book of Mormon and the 1842 Nauvoo

“They treat the books
themselves like a mere commodity,
not something to own and treasure.”
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For some reason LDS collectors want the
1830 edition of the Book of Mormon above all,
when in terms of actual value—both intrinsic and
monetary—other works are more interesting.
printing are both more rare than the original 1830
printing,” cautions one dealer. Even appraisals can be
very misleading if done by an uninformed “expert.”
Not only age but historical context determines value.
One family brought an original edition of the Book
of Mormon to the Antiques Roadshow program when
it came to Salt Lake City. The book happened to have
been owned by Parley P. Pratt and was heavily annotated in the margins in his hand. The television program experts had no real idea of this book’s unique
value and gave the owners an unrealistically low appraisal. The actual auction value in Salt Lake City
would have been as much as $100,000, some say.
Unfortunately, book collecting as a speculative
enterprise has led to lowered ethical standards
among nominal dealers. The promise of quick profits has drawn opportunists into the trade, especially
via the Internet, where they can frequently escape
direct scrutiny of their background. Established,
reputable dealers are, naturally enough, quick to
point out that buyers who lack the background for
assessing rare books do well to resort to the expert
services that experienced dealers can provide. One
devotee of collecting has sagely noted, “To me the
advice of a good book dealer is far more valuable
than the advice of an attorney. It takes far too long
to learn the trade oneself, and mistakes from trial
and error can be extremely costly.”

Yet it is not essential that casual collectors set
out to become supremely informed about early
Book of Mormon editions or any other special area
of concern. It is possible for those who have not
identified a particular aesthetic or intellectual focus
to enjoy collecting as an old-fashioned hobby merely
on the philosophy “I don’t know much about books,
but I know what I like.” Such people may love all
kinds of old books and scarce items, but especially
those close to their own traditions or localities.
Pursuing self-defined interests or a personal penchant in an o
 pen-ended manner may be worth more
in emotional satisfaction than fussing about prices
and worth of books in terms of “the market.”
Given human tendencies and current disposable
wealth, the Book of Mormon collecting phenomenon will no doubt continue and even accelerate. But
the sheer size and impersonality of the market that
now exists holds the possibility of increased fraud
and painful disappointment for the naive.
Collector beware! !

“The 1837 Kirtland printing of the Book
of Mormon and the 1842 Nauvoo printing are
both more rare than the original 1830
printing,” cautions one dealer.
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Other

AncientAmerican
Records
Yet to
ComeForth
Monte S. Nyman

In the 171 years since the Book of Mormon was
first published, much emphasis has been placed on
why it should be read: it is another testament of
Jesus Christ, it is a vital part of the restoration of the
gospel and the Church of Jesus Christ, and it has
power to transform the lives of those who read and
follow its teachings, to name a few key reasons.
However, there seems to have been little emphasis
placed on how the Book of Mormon is preparing us
for additional scriptural records of great worth that
have been prophesied to come forth.1

Opposite: Cave of Records, by Robert T. Barrett

Some people object to the Book of Mormon on
the grounds that the Bible is the one and only word
of God and quote from the last chapter of the last
book in the Bible to support their position:
For I testify unto every man that heareth the
words of the prophecy of this book, If any man
shall add unto these things, God shall add unto
him the plagues that are written in this book:
And if any man shall take away from the
words of the book of this prophecy, God shall
take away his part out of the book of life, and
out of the holy city, and from the things which
are written in this book. (Revelation 22:18–19;
emphasis added)

Although the book of Revelation was placed
last in the Bible compilation, it was possibly not
the last biblical book written. John’s epistles are believed to have been written later than his revelation, and Peter’s second epistle is also thought by
many to have been written much later than the
other books in the New Testament.2 A careful
analysis of the quoted verses shows that John is referring only to his revelation and not to the whole
Bible. Both verses 18 and 19 refer to “this book,”
the Revelation of St. John itself, and to prophecy
within it. The book of Revelation is introduced
with a similar singular reference: “Blessed is he that
readeth, and they that hear the words of this proph
ecy, and keep those things which are written therein:
for the time is at hand” (Revelation 1:3; emphasis
added). Of course, the Bible as a book did not exist
in John’s day.
As Moroni abridged the records of the Jaredites,
the Lord told him that the revelations written by
John would be understood when the sealed portion
of the Book of Mormon plates comes forth (see
Ether 4:16). Thus it is clear that the Lord intended
to give more revelation than what he gave to John. A
similar statement by Moses suggests the same thing.
Rather than preclude further revelation, Moses indicated that nothing should be added to or taken away
from his words: “Ye shall not add unto the word
which I command you, neither shall ye diminish
ought from it, that ye may keep the commandments
of the Lord your God which I command you” (Deu
teronomy 4:2, emphasis added; see 29:20). Most
Bible scholars would agree with the interpretation
that both John and Moses were referring to their
own work, although lay readers who have not stud54
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ied the scriptures carefully enough might be misled
by the broader argument.
In a revelation dated 6 April 1830, the day the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was organized, the Lord revealed many things about the
Book of Mormon: Joseph Smith Jr.’s preparation for
the work of translation; how he translated the plates;
the book’s contents, purposes, and eternal effect
upon mankind; and what doctrines are learned from
the book (see D&C 20:5–36). Near the conclusion of
this part of the revelation, the Lord declared:
And we know that these things are true and according to the revelations of John, neither
adding to, nor diminishing from the prophecy of
his book, the holy scriptures, or the revelations
of God which shall come hereafter by the gift
and power of the Holy Ghost, the voice of God,
or the ministering of angels. (D&C 20:35)

The order of the Gospels had not yet been canonized even by a.d. 450,
as shown in this reconstruction drawing of a records cabinet based
on the St. Laurence mosaic, Galla Placidia, Ravenna, Italy. llustra
tion by Michael Lyon and Andrew D. Livingston.

Perhaps in anticipation of a typical objection to
the acceptance of the Book of Mormon, the Lord inspired the elders of the church (see D&C 20:16) to
declare in the above passage that the Book of Mor
mon does not add to or diminish from the Bible or
other scriptures.
Other records given originally by revelation are
destined to come forth, and the Book of Mormon
will not add to or diminish from them or from revelation thereafter. The ninth article of faith declares

cident in the life of Oliver Cowdery that Oliver had
not told publicly. President Young’s motive for telling
it then was for his brethren and sisters, as well as the
children, to grow in “an understanding of some things
that seem to be entirely hidden from the human
family.” The incident follows:
Oliver Cowdery went with the Prophet Joseph
when he deposited these plates. Joseph did not
translate all of the plates; there was a portion of

Some of the records that the Prophet Joseph Smith and
Oliver Cowdery saw in the cave were undoubtedly among those that are
mentioned in the Book of Mormon as records yet to come forth.
the L
 atter-day Saints’ belief in continual revelation:
“We believe all that God has revealed, all that He
does now reveal, and we believe that He will yet reveal many great and important things pertaining to
the Kingdom of God.”
According to the Book of Mormon, the Lord’s
“work is not yet finished; neither shall it be until the
end of man, neither from that time henceforth and
forever” (2 Nephi 29:9). Nephi, son of Lehi, had been
shown all things until the end of the world but was
told not to write what he saw, because the apostle
named John, undoubtedly referring to the author of
the book of Revelation, was to write them (see 1 Ne
phi 14:18–27). Nephi was also told of others who
had been shown all things and had written them:
“And also others who have been, to them hath he
[the Lord] shown all things, and they have written
them; and they are sealed up to come forth in their
purity, according to the truth which is in the Lamb,
in the own due time of the Lord, unto the house of
Israel” (1 Nephi 14:26). These records were in addition to both Nephi’s own writings, which are included in the Book of Mormon, and the writings of
the apostle named John.
In addition to mentioning the writings of those
prophets who were shown the end of the world,3 the
Book of Mormon refers to still other records that are
preserved and will come forth. Evidence of their existence has also been given in these latter days.
In a discourse delivered in Farmington, Utah, on
17 June 1877, President Brigham Young told of an in

them sealed, which you can learn from the Book
of Doctrine and Covenants. When Joseph got
the plates, the angel instructed him to carry
them back to the hill Cumorah, which he did.
Oliver says that when Joseph and Oliver went
there, the hill opened, and they walked into a
cave, in which there was a large and spacious
room. He says he did not think, at the time,
whether they had the light of the sun or artificial light; but that it was just as light as day.
They laid the plates on a table; it was a large
table that stood in the room. Under this table
there was a pile of plates as much as two feet
high, and there were altogether in this room
more plates than probably many wagon loads;
they were piled up in the corners and along the
walls. The first time they went there the sword
of Laban hung upon the wall; but when they
went again it had been taken down and laid
upon the table across the gold plates; it was unsheathed, and on it was written these words:
“This sword will never be sheathed again until
the kingdoms of this world become the kingdom of our God and his Christ.”4

Some of the records that the Prophet Joseph
Smith and Oliver Cowdery saw in the cave were undoubtedly among those that are mentioned in the
Book of Mormon.
At least five different sets of records—all of which
we expect to come forth—are identified in the Nephite
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account. Two more records are also mentioned, but
nothing is said about their future availability.
What is known of these records is analyzed below.
The order in which they are discussed here reflects
neither the sequence of their coming forth nor their
relative importance to the church or to the world.
Rather, they are discussed in the order of their mention in the Book of Mormon: (1) the plates of brass,
(2) the plates of Nephi, (3) the sealed portion of the
Book of Mormon plates, (4) the record of the lost ten
tribes, (5) the 24 Jaredite gold plates, (6) the Laman
ite records, and (7) other Jaredite records.

certainly be of great worth to future generations as
well, though in a different way. For example, while
the Book of Mormon continues to serve as a second
witness to the truth of the holy scriptures (see D&C
20:11), the plates of brass will serve as a third witness
to the Bible and also will testify that the Book of Mor
mon is a witness to the Bible. They will make known
many of the plain and precious parts that had been
lost from the Bible up to the time of Jeremiah (see 1
Nephi 13:26–29). This knowledge will come in a different way than did the Book of Mormon, Doctrine
and Covenants, Pearl of Great Price, and Joseph Smith

While the Book of Mormon continues to serve as a second witness
to the truth of the holy scriptures, the plates of brass will serve as a third witness
to the Bible and also will testify that the Book of Mormon is a witness to
the Bible. They will make known many of the plain and precious parts that
had been lost from the Bible up to the time of Jeremiah.
The Plates of Brass
After Lehi’s sons returned from Jerusalem with
the plates of brass, Lehi studied their content and was
filled with the Spirit, and began to prophesy
concerning his seed—
That these plates of brass should go forth
unto all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people
who were of his seed.
Wherefore, he said that these plates of brass
should never perish; neither should they be
dimmed any more by time. And he prophesied
many things concerning his seed.
(1 Nephi 5:1 7–19)

Alma later verifies, to his son Helaman, the pro
phecy that the plates of brass would go to “every nation, kindred, tongue, and people,” and he notes that
the plates had been of great worth and benefit to their
people (see Alma 37:1–19). The testimony of Alma
also verifies what Nephi said: “Wherefore, it was wisdom in the Lord that we should carry them with us,
as we journeyed in the wilderness towards the land
of promise” (1 Nephi 5:22). The plates of brass will
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Translation, for the actual ancient records of such
prophets as Zenos, Zenoch, and Neum will be restored
(see 1 Nephi 19:10; Alma 33:3–16; Helaman 8:19–20;
3 Nephi 10:16).5 Those records will also restore plain
and precious parts of our biblical books that have
been altered, as Joseph Smith said, by “ignorant
translators, careless transcribers, or designing and
corrupt priests.”6 Thus Latter-day Saints will have
their belief in the Bible verified in many ways.
The Plates of Nephi
Nephi first mentions his larger plates as he completes the abridgment of his father’s record (see 1 Ne
phi 1:17). On the larger plates, he gives a full account
of the history of his people (see 1 Nephi 9:1–2). Mor
mon abridged these plates into what now comprises
the books of Mosiah through 4 Nephi (see Words of
Mormon 1:1–3). As Mormon made this abridgment,
he noted that he could not write even a hundredth
part of the teachings of Jesus (see 3 Nephi 26:6). He
acknowledged that he had made his abridgment from
many records that were in his possession, and he
wrote subheadings under the titles of the individual

books and within the various books of the Book of
Mormon to credit those sources.7
Mormon further said that the (large) plates of
Nephi contained “the more part” of what Jesus had
taught and that what he himself had written—“a
lesser part”—would come forth from the Gentiles
(see 3 Nephi 26:7–8).8 The abridgment of Nephi’s
record was to try the faith of the Lamanites and,
more broadly, the Lord’s people in the latter days:
“If it shall so be that they shall believe these things
then shall the greater things be made manifest unto
them. . . . The Lord [said]: I will try the faith of my
people” (vv. 9, 11). This suggests that highly valuable
contents of the larger plates of Nephi will come
forth when a certain portion of the Lamanites, as
they are known today, and other church members
accept the fulness of the gospel as found in the Book
of Mormon.9
Having a fuller account concerning the Nephites
will be beneficial from a doctrinal and historical
point of view and will provide greater insight into
the correct interpretation of some of the scriptures
we already have. Jesus expounded on the scriptures
written on the plates of brass, the equivalent of much
of our Old Testament. He also quoted and expounded
some of the writings of Malachi that were not on the
plates of brass because they were written after Lehi
and his group left Jerusalem. The Savior said “it was
wisdom in him [the Father] that they [“these scriptures,” or Malachi 3–4] should be given unto future
generations” (see 3 Nephi 26:1–2). Mormon recorded
those two chapters of Malachi but did not record
Jesus’ commentary on them, other than to write the
following:
And he did expound all things, even from the
beginning until the time that he should come in
his glory—yea, even all things which should
come upon the face of the earth, even until the
elements should melt with fervent heat, and the
earth should be wrapt together as a scroll, and
the heavens and the earth should pass away;
And even unto the great and last day, when all
people, and all kindreds, and all nations and
tongues shall stand before God, to be judged of
their works, whether they be good or whether
they be evil. (3 Nephi 26:3–4)

We certainly look forward to receiving the full
record of Jesus’ ministry among the Nephites. What
greater commentary on Malachi and other Old Testa

ment writings could there be than from him who was
the revelator, the Jehovah, the God of those people?
(1 Nephi 19:10; Mosiah 7:19–20; 1 Corinthians 4:10).
The Sealed Portion
The sealed portion of the plates was first mentioned by Nephi (see 2 Nephi 27:6–10). When the
plates were delivered to Joseph Smith, he was told
not to translate the sealed portion. Both Nephi and
Moroni commented on the contents of the sealed
part and gave similar testimonies that supplement
each other. Nephi, quoting Isaiah,10 said it contained
“a revelation from God, from the beginning of the
world to the ending thereof” (2 Nephi 27:7; see v. 10).
Moroni described the sealed portion more specifically, saying it contained the vision shown unto the
brother of Jared of “all the inhabitants of the earth
which had been, and also all that would be . . . unto
the ends of the earth.” The Lord commanded the
brother of Jared to write the things he had seen and
to seal them up until the Lord’s own time, “until after
that he should be lifted up upon the cross; . . . that
they should not come unto the world until after Christ
should show himself unto his people” (Ether 3:25–27;
4:1). After the Lord’s people had all dwindled in unbelief and there were none left but Lamanites who
had rejected the gospel, Moroni was to seal up the
plates again (see Ether 4:3–5).
Moroni told us that the sealed part should not
go forth unto the Gentiles until they had repented
“of their iniquity, and become clean before the Lord.”
He wrote further that when “they shall exercise faith
in me [the Lord], saith the Lord, even as the brother
of Jared did, that they may become sanctified in me,
then will I manifest unto them the things which the
brother of Jared saw, even to the unfolding unto
them all my revelations, saith Jesus Christ, the Son
of God, the Father of the heavens and of the earth,
and all things that in them are” (Ether 4:6–7).
Nephi, through Isaiah, commented further on
when the sealed plates will be revealed. “And the day
cometh that the words of the book which were sealed
shall be read upon the house tops; and they shall be
read by the power of Christ; and all things shall be
revealed unto the children of men which ever have
been among the children of men, and which ever
will be even unto the end of the earth” (2 Nephi
27:11). How these words will be read from the house
tops by the power of Christ is not specified, but with
today’s miracles of radio, television, satellite, and the
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Internet, it is easy to see how it might happen (compare D&C 88:5–13). Nephi, through Isaiah, further
testified that these things would “not be delivered in
the day of the wickedness and abominations of the
people” (2 Nephi 27:8). He gave instructions to the
translator (Joseph Smith) to “touch not the things
which are sealed, for I [the Lord] will bring them
forth in mine own due time” (2 Nephi 27:21).
Faith like that of the brother of Jared, the requirement to bring forth the sealed plates, might
certainly be termed “a perfect faith” and calls to
mind the words of Jacob: “And he commandeth all
men that they must repent, and be baptized in his
name, having perfect faith in the Holy One of Israel,
or they cannot be saved in the kingdom of God”
(2 Nephi 9:23). Perfect faith cannot be exercised
without accepting the fact that God (Jesus Christ)
“knoweth all things, and there is not anything save
he knows it” (2 Nephi 9:20), which is the context of
Jacob’s above statement. The sealed portion will establish once and for all that God does know all things
from the beginning and has revealed them periodically to his prophets so that the people will not give
credit to idols or men for his great works on the earth
(see 1 Nephi 19:23; 20:3–7; Isaiah 48:3–7). The challenge to people today is to accept by faith the foreknowledge of God and recognize his hand in all things
(see D&C 59:21). Through faith we can place our
hand in his and walk with him as he would have us
walk. Our faith will be rewarded when the sealed
record is brought forth.
The Record of the Ten Tribes
Nephi, son of Lehi, quotes the Lord in commanding all men to keep a scriptural record as a testimony
for the time when the nations come together (see
2 Nephi 29:1–11). As examples of how these testimonies will come together, the Lord refers to the
Jews, the Nephites, and the other tribes of the house
of Israel:
For behold, I shall speak unto the Jews and they
shall write it; and I shall speak unto the Nephites
and they shall write it; and I shall also speak
unto the other tribes of the house of Israel,
which I have led away, and they shall write it;
and I shall also speak unto all nations of the
earth and they shall write it.
And it shall come to pass that the Jews shall
have the words of the Nephites, and the Nephites
shall have the words of the Jews; and the Ne
58
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phites and the Jews shall have the words of the
lost tribes of Israel; and the lost tribes of Israel
shall have the words of the Nephites and the
Jews. (2 Nephi 29:12–13)

During his visit to the Nephites, the Lord again
referred to the lost tribes of Israel when he declared,
“I shall go unto them [his ‘other sheep’], and . . . they
shall hear my voice” (see 3 Nephi 16:1–3). When those
records come forth, we will have a third witness to
the divinity of Christ. The Lord revealed that another
purpose of that record will be to combine with other
records to show “unto them that fight against my
word and against my people, who are of the house
of Israel, that I am God, and that I covenanted with
Abraham that I would remember his seed forever”
(2 Nephi 29:14; see Abraham 2:8). Doctrine and
Covenants 133:30–32 teaches that the lost tribes will
bring their “rich treasures” to Ephraim and will thus
receive a crown of glory. While these treasures could
refer to the records of the lost tribes, they could also
include the genealogical records that will be brought
to the temples of Ephraim and enable the lost tribes
to receive their ordinances, the crowning ones being
their endowments and sealings for themselves and
their dead ancestors.11
The 24 Gold Plates
Moroni abridged the record of the Jaredites from
24 plates of gold found by the people of Limhi (see
Mosiah 8:8–9; Ether 1:2). The events of more than
30 generations of the Jaredites (see Ether 1:6–32) are
abridged into just 31 pages in our present book of
Ether in the Book of Mormon, and about 8 of those 31
are editorial comments by Moroni (see Ether 1:1–5;
2:9–12; 3:17; 5:6; 8:20–26; 12:6–40; 14:25). The full
account of these 24 plates will be available when they
are obtained. Moroni states that “whoso findeth them,
the same will have power that he may get the full account” (Ether 1:4).12 This full account should greatly
add to our knowledge of the Jaredites.
Because Moroni recognized that the scriptural
account covering events from the time of Adam to
the great tower was had among the Jews, he did not
include the first part of the Jaredite record in his
abridgment of the 24 plates (see Ether 1:3–4; Mosiah
28:17; Alma 37:21). The first 10 chapters of Genesis,
up to the time of the Tower of Babel, cover nearly
2,000 years in about 16 pages. Certainly there is much
more to be revealed concerning the dealings of Christ
with the people who lived during that time. The Pearl

While these treasures could
refer to the records of the
lost tribes, they could also include
the genealogical records that
will be brought to the temples of
Ephraim and enable the
lost tribes to receive their
ordinances, the crowning ones
being their endowments
and sealings for themselves
and their dead ancestors.

of Great Price gives us much additional information, particularly concerning Enoch and his people
and Abraham; but there is still much more to be
added. To have “power that he may get the full account” suggests that there is more information contained in the Jaredite record than was in the Jewish
one. At least the accounts of Enoch and Abraham
will be verified and perhaps further clarified. When
the 24 gold plates are brought forth and translated,
certainly much light will be shed on God’s work during the first 2,000 years of the earth’s habitation.
The full account should also reveal much more
about the many mighty men of God who served the
Lord among the Jaredites (see Ether 12:19). The
brother of Jared could not be kept without the veil
and became mighty in writing (see Ether 12:20–27).
The 24 plates may contain his writings. The prophet
Ether made great and mighty prophecies that were
not recorded by Moroni (see Ether 13:13), many of
which may have been recorded on the Jaredite rec
ord.13 There were, as stated above, others who attained
similar greatness, but Moroni did not mention them.
Another purpose of the 24 plates was given by
Alma when he explained to his son Helaman that
the plates should be kept “that the mysteries and the
works of darkness . . . may be made manifest unto
this people” (Alma 37:21). Although it was revealed
in the abridged plates of Nephi that the people’s destruction was caused by the works of darkness, the
Lord, through Alma, said, “I will bring to light all
their secrets and abominations, unto every nation
that shall hereafter possess the land” (see vv. 23–25).
The Book of Mormon has partially accomplished
this; however, Alma was told to keep the Jaredites’
secret oaths, covenants, agreements, signs, and wonders from his people lest they fall into darkness and
be destroyed (see v. 27). Moroni followed the same
advice in the Jaredite abridgment (see Ether 8:18–20).
A primary purpose of Moroni’s abridgment of the
24 plates was to warn the latter-day nations of secret
combinations that caused the downfall of the Ne
phites and the Jaredites (see Ether 8:21–26). His
abridgment is a second witness within the Book of
Mormon that it “contains a record of a fallen people”
(D&C 20:9).
“These things [see D&C 107:53–56] were all
written in the book of Enoch, and are to be testified
of in due time” (v. 57).14 We do not have all the record
of Enoch, but the 24 Jaredite plates may confirm
what Joseph said about Adam, Enoch, and others
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and add what was promised to come “in due time.”
As people become more righteous, Satan will be
bound; thus his works may be made known more
fully without the danger of destruction that was
the case anciently (see 1 Nephi 22:26). The knowledge of the abominations that bring curses on the
land will serve as a deterrent to darkness rather than
as a means for evil men to gain personal power.
Lamanite Records
In commenting upon his recording only a hundredth part of what he had available to him, Mormon
wrote that there were many other particular and very
large records of every kind that had been kept chiefly
by the Nephites (see Helaman 3:13–15). The word
chiefly indicates that the Lamanites also kept some
records and implies that they were known to Mormon
at the time he abridged the Nephite records. It is not
stated how he knew of them or whether they were in
his possession and had “been handed down from
one generation to another by the Nephites” (Helaman
3:16). The context of Mormon’s comments does not
rule out that possibility. His description of those
records is certainly compatible with what the Prophet
Joseph and Oliver Cowdery saw: “more plates than

Other Jaredite Records
The daughter of Jared referred to “the record
which our fathers brought across the great deep[.]
Behold, is there not an account concerning them of
old, that they by their secret plans did obtain kingdoms and great glory?” (Ether 8:9). This record does
not seem to be the same as the 24 plates of gold
translated into what Moroni called the book of Ether
(see Ether 1:2), although the first part of Ether does
speak of the creation and the time from Adam to the
great tower (Ether 1:3). There is no mention that
this record would be preserved for the last days, but
it was durable enough to be available in the fifth
generation of the Jaredites. Since the Jaredites kept
records on metallic plates, it is possible that the
record that the daughter of Jared spoke of is still in
existence and will come forth and be translated at
some future day. It is even possible that Giddianhi,
the leader of the Gadianton robbers, had in mind
some version of that record when he said that his
secret society had information “of ancient date” that
had been “handed down unto us” (3 Nephi 3:9). The
subject of this article would be incomplete if these
records were not at least mentioned as a possibility.

As people become more righteous, Satan will be bound; thus his
works may be made known more fully without the danger of destruction that
was the case anciently. The knowledge of the abominations that
bring curses on the land will serve as a deterrent to darkness rather than as a
means for evil men to gain personal power.
probably many wagon loads,” referred to earlier.
There is no promise that these records will come
forth, but if Mormon knew of them or had them
and they were written on plates, that would be a
possibility. The future possession of these records
and their translation would give us another view of
Lamanite history and perhaps help us understand
why the Lamanites were the victims of the traditions
of their fathers (see Alma 9:16–17).
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Our Faith Must Be Tried
These first five records—and possibly more—
are held in store for the Lord’s people.15 When will
they come forth? Mormon said that he wrote a lesser
part of the things that Jesus taught the people for
“the intent that they may be brought again unto this
people, from the Gentiles.” He said further that it
was expedient that they should have the lesser part
first, to try their faith, and that if they would “be-
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lieve these things then shall the greater things be
made manifest unto them.” To those who would not
believe, “the greater things [would] be withheld from
them, unto their condemnation.” Mormon was about
to write all that was “engraven upon the plates of
Nephi, but the Lord forbade it, saying: I will try the
faith of my people.” Consequently, Mormon wrote
only the things that were commanded of the Lord
(see 3 Nephi 26:8–12).
In concluding his father’s record, Moroni gave
an additional promise of greater things to be revealed
and also warned against condemning the record:
And whoso receiveth this record, and shall not
condemn it because of the imperfections which
are in it, the same shall know of greater things
than these. Behold, I am Moroni; and were it
possible, I would make all things known unto
you. (Mormon 8:12)

Although Moroni does not say that the greater things
will be manifest through the coming forth of records,
that may be implied. As he continues, Moroni describes in great detail the day when the records will
be restored, and he warns those who would seek to
destroy the work of the Lord.
Thus, the beginning point for the Latter-day
Saints today is to accept and use the Book of Mormon
and other records (the Book of Moses, the Book of
Abraham, the Doctrine and Covenants, and the
Joseph Smith Translation) that the Lord has given us
as companion volumes to the Bible. The Lord has
promised that when we make full use of the records
we now have, he will give us many more records that
will greatly benefit us individually and collectively.
These records will be consistent with the Book of
Mormon in neither adding to nor diminishing from
the doctrine and messages of the Revelation of John
or of other scriptures. !
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▼

Lehi’s Altar
and Sacrifice
			 in the
Wilderness
David Rolph Seely

▲
Lehi Building an Altar of Stones in the
Valley of Lemuel, by Clark Kelley Price

T

he Book of Mormon records that Lehi, in obedience to the Lord’s command, left Jerusalem with
his family and that “when he had traveled three
days in the wilderness, he pitched his tent in a valley
by the side of a river of water. And it came to pass
that he built an altar of stones, and made an offering
unto the Lord” (1 Nephi 2:6–7). This simple act of
worship raises an important issue for the reader familiar with biblical law.
The Book of Mormon repeatedly assures us that
the Nephites continued to live the law of Moses until the coming of Christ (2 Nephi 5:10; Jarom 1:5;
Alma 30:2–3; 4 Nephi 1:12). That being the case,
many readers are not surprised by Lehi’s wilderness
sacrifice nor by other occasions when his people “offer[ed] sacrifice and burnt offerings unto the Lord”
(1 Nephi 5:9; 7:22) and built a temple, which presumably had an altar (2 Nephi 5:16; Mosiah 2:3).1
Yet Deuteronomy 12 appears to strictly forbid the
building of altars and the making of sacrifice outside
the place the Lord had chosen for that purpose. The
place so designated is usually understood to be the
temple in Jerusalem.
So the question arises, How could these people
who observed the Mosaic law justify building altars
and offering sacrifices away from the Jerusalem
temple? While there are several possible answers,
the passage in the Book of Mormon that mentions
Lehi’s three days’ journey into the wilderness (1 Ne
phi 2:6–7) may provide an explanation that is at
once surprising and simple.
Latter-day Saint commentators have not typically dealt with the issues of Nephite sacrifices, altars, and temples outside of Jerusalem and have not
commented on the particular problems presented by
Deuteronomy 12.2 Sperry, in his Book of Mormon
Compendium, simply states, “Lehi built an altar of
stones and offered sacrifice to the Lord” without
further comment.3 Nibley describes Lehi’s sacrifice
as a commonplace occurrence among Semitic peoples
of all ages in the desert.4 Welch apparently assumes
that the injunction from Deuteronomy was not of
concern to Lehi, arguing that “Father Lehi was also
following patterns set by the patriarchs of old.”5
McConkie and Millet note that Lehi offered sacrifice
by virtue of the Melchizedek Priesthood, which may
be a way of saying that the injunction of the lower
law in Deuteronomy was not applicable to Lehi.6 In
their discussion of the building of the Nephite temple,
they refer to the Jewish traditions that derive from
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Deuteronomy 12 but declare that, based on other
scriptural evidence, temples could be built anywhere:
“It is commonly held by the Jews that there can be
but one temple—the temple in Jerusalem. Scriptural
writ testifies otherwise.”7 I suggest that more lies beneath the surface.
Deuteronomy 12
First let us look at the relevant passages in Deu
teronomy. According to Deuteronomy 12, after Israel
entered the promised land the place of sacrifice was
to be confined to a single altar at the place where the
Lord would choose to put his name. The key passages
are as follows:
But unto the place which the Lord your God
shall choose out of all your tribes to put his
name there, even unto his habitation shall ye
seek, and thither thou shalt come: And thither ye
shall bring your burnt offerings, and your sacrifices, and your tithes, and heave offerings of
your hand, and your vows, and your freewill offerings, and the firstlings of your herds and of
your flocks. (Deuteronomy 12:5–6)
But when ye go over Jordan, and dwell in the
land which the Lord your God giveth you to inherit, . . . then there shall be a place which the
Lord your God shall choose to cause his name
to dwell there. (Deuteronomy 12:10–11)
Take heed to thyself that thou offer not thy burnt
offerings in every place that thou seest; but in
the place which the Lord shall choose in one of
thy tribes, there thou shalt offer thy burnt offerings, and there thou shalt do all that I command
thee. (Deuteronomy 12:13–14)

Scholars call this series of injunctions the “centralization of the cult” or the “centralization of worship,” referring to how the sacrifices and offerings
that were the most prominent rituals of the Mosaic
law were to be carried out in one location.8 In its
own way the centralization of worship was a revolutionary law that, when implemented, would change
the practice of Israelite religion in a very dramatic
way. Because the laws in Deuteronomy 12 affected
various institutions in the law of Moses—the offering
of tithes and firstlings (Deuteronomy 14:22–26), the
celebration of the holidays (Deuteronomy 16:1–17),
the cities of refuge (Deuteronomy 19:1–9), and the enfranchisement of the Levites (Deuteronomy 18:6–8)—

centralization would also affect the worship of every
During the Israelites’ exodus from Egypt and sojourn
person in Israel. For example, because sacrifice was
in the wilderness, the portable altar of the tabernacle
an integral part of all of the festivals, these festivals
served for sacrifice.
would no longer be celebrated in the various villages,
Later, from the time of the conquest of Canaan
but only at the central altar at the temple after it had
to the erection of the temple, numerous altars and
been established.
even temples were in operation throughout biblical
It must also be remembered that, according to
Israel. For example, Samuel sacrificed at Ramah
Leviticus 17, even the slaughter of clean animals was
(1 Samuel 9:12-24) and Saul both at Gilgal (1 Sam
considered a type of sacrifice that had to be peruel 10:8) and at Aijalon (1 Samuel 14:35). According
formed at an altar, even if
to noted scholar Menachem
the animal was to be killed
Haran, “The solitary altars
only for human consumpwere numerous and scattion.9 Hence, while Deu
tered throughout the counteronomy 12 banned the
try; there was probably no
sacrifice of animals at all
settlement without its altar,
places other than “the place
and altars could even be
chosen by the Lord,” it also
found outside cities, in the
gave instructions for “secucountryside.”10 Besides the
lar slaughter,” whereby an
temple in Jerusalem, Haran
animal could be killed for
has counted 12 temples
human consumption even
that functioned at various
where no altar existed
times in Israel, including
(Deuteronomy 12:14–16).
those at Shiloh, Bethel,
This kind of slaughter was
Dan, Gilgal, Mizpah, and
to be performed at the gates
even one in Arad that operof the city, and the blood
ated during the time of the
was to be “poured to the
temple at Jerusalem.11
earth,” presumably as a
Deuteronomy 12 states
symbol recognizing the
that after the children of
sanctity of life as first deIsrael entered the promised
scribed in Genesis 9:4: “the
land, “then there shall be a
flesh with the life thereof,
place which the Lord your
which is the blood thereof,
God shall choose to cause
shall ye not eat.”
his name to dwell there” (v.
A short review of the
11). At that designated lohistory of the centralizacation all sacrifices and oftion of worship in Israel
ferings were to be made.
will help us to understand
While the temple in
the situation facing Lehi.
Jerusalem is not specified
The patriarchs did not exat the time of Deuter
hibit a sense that there had
onomy 12, in biblical tradito be only a single place of
tion that temple became
sacrifice. Hence they built
the authorized place. When
altars and offered sacrifices
King Solomon dedicated
in many locations in the
the temple, he declared it
land of Canaan, including
to be the place where the
Shechem, Bethel, Hebron,
Lord would put his name
According to the Old Testament, altars were erected at these
Moriah, and Beer-sheba
(1 Kings 8:29). Yet even aflocations, “from Dan even to Beersheba.” Biblical tradition
(Genesis 12:6–8; 13:18;
ter the temple was built,
locates Mount Moriah at Jerusalem (2 Chronicles 3:1). The
Israelite temple at Arad, though not mentioned in the Bible,
26:25; Abraham 2:17–20).
sacrifices and offerings
was discovered only recently. Map by Andrew D. Livingston.
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The large temple altar at Arad was built of uncut field stone as required in Exodus 20:22. On top was a flint slab and a plaster channel to
drain the blood of the sacrifices. Photo courtesy William J. Hamblin.

continued throughout Israel, most notably at the
high places (1 Kings 12:26–33; 2 Kings 16:4), which
were uniformly condemned by the prophets (Isaiah
57:7; Hosea 10:8; Amos 7:9). Matters changed during the reigns of two later kings of Judah. Hezekiah
(715–687 b.c.) “removed the high places” and eliminated idolatry throughout Judah so that the religion
in Judah was reformed (2 Kings 18:4). Later, Josiah
(640–609 b.c.) finally centralized worship in Jerusa
lem according to the injunction in Deuteronomy 12
(2 Kings 23:7–9, 15).
Legitimacy of Lehi’s Altar and Sacrifice
In light of scriptural evidence there emerge several possible explanations of why Lehi built an altar
in the wilderness and offered sacrifice in apparent
disregard of the laws set forth in Deuteronomy 12.
We will examine three possible explanations here.
1. Deuteronomy 12 did not intend to eliminate all
sacrifice away from the main sanctuary. The first possibility is that the injunction in Deuteronomy did not
originally intend to eliminate all sacrifice outside of
the Jerusalem temple. The fact that, after the Israelite
possession of the land, altars and sacrifice and even
other temples continued at various places has led
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many scholars to believe that the laws in Deuteron
omy 12 were either understood differently before the
time of the reforms of Hezekiah and Josiah or were
written but enforced later—perhaps during the reigns
of Hezekiah, Manasseh, and Josiah.12
Those who believe that the laws concerning the
centralization of worship were early argue that the
original intention of those laws was distributive. That
is, the phrase the place which the Lord your God shall
choose originally was not interpreted as applying exclusively to Jerusalem (in fact, Jerusalem is not mentioned anywhere in Deuteronomy). Rather, the expression was originally understood to apply to a
succession of sanctuaries over time (such as Shechem
and Shiloh) and only eventually to Jerusalem.13 Others
have argued that the passage was not meant to refer
to just one place but to any place that the Lord approved. In this view, there could be any number of
divinely approved places of sacrifice.14
Even bracketing the issue of the original intention of Deuteronomy 12, it seems certain that by the
time of Lehi “the place where the Lord would choose”
was understood in ancient Israel to mean the temple
in Jerusalem, as understood by Solomon’s dedicatory
prayer in 1 Kings 8. In the course of Josiah’s reforms

(King Josiah was a contemporary of Lehi), a book
was discovered in the temple that many scholars believe was some form of the book of Deuteronomy.
Admittedly, Josiah’s reforms are described in language
similar to that in Deuteronomy, and the nature of
the reforms closely follows the laws found only in
Deuteronomy, especially in terms of the centralization
of worship.15 Motivated by the instructions in the
book, Josiah eliminated idolatry throughout the
country, cleansed and purified apostate temple practices, broke down the high places, and destroyed the
altars throughout the land, including the altar at
Bethel (2 Kings 23).

It seems certain that Lehi, not being
of the lineage of Levi, officiated through the
Melchizedek Priesthood. Because Lehi and
his descendants held this priesthood, they
may not have been constrained by all of
the injunctions of the law of Moses.
Those reforms are significant for Book of Mor
mon studies since Lehi grew up in Jerusalem during
the reign of Josiah and must have been influenced
by the religious reforms that affected the lives of
everyone living there and that did not go unnoticed.
For example, Lehi’s contemporary, Jeremiah, lamented
the death of Josiah and praised him for his righteous
reign (Jeremiah 22:15–16). Because the plates of brass
contained the five books of Moses (1 Nephi 5:11),
Lehi and his descendants must have been familiar

with the book of Deuteronomy. The language and
theology of the Book of Mormon are heavily dependent on Deuteronomy, perhaps more than any other
biblical book. The very basis of the oft-repeated
covenant in the Book of Mormon that “inasmuch
as ye shall keep my commandments, ye shall prosper” (1 Nephi 2:20) reflects the theology of Deuter
onomy: “Keep therefore the words of this covenant,
and do them, that ye may prosper in all that ye do”
(Deuteronomy 29:9).16
The reforms of Josiah dictated the centralization
of worship, which included the commandment that
altars and sacrifices should be limited to one place.
The only place in scripture that this injunction is
found is in Deuteronomy 12. It is possible, of course,
that the passage in Deuteronomy did not originally
intend to limit sacrifice to only one place. Even so,
any explanation of Lehi’s altar and sacrifices must
deal with the biblical evidence that, during Lehi’s
time, it was widely understood and enforced that
Jerusalem was the only place where sacrifice could
be offered.
2. Melchizedek Priesthood holders were not bound
by the centralization of worship as prescribed by Deu
teronomy 12. It seems certain that Lehi, not being of
the lineage of Levi,17 officiated through the Mel
chizedek Priesthood.18 Because Lehi and his descendants held this priesthood, they may not have been
constrained by all of the injunctions of the law of
Moses. There is much that we do not understand
about Nephite worship in light of the fact that Lehi
and his people were living the law of Moses but apparently possessed the authority of the Melchizedek
Priesthood. The Book of Mormon simply does not
provide enough data.
Since Lehi was not a Levite, he probably did not
have personal access to the temple in Jerusalem.
While living there, he may have simply offered his
required sacrifices through the approved channels of
the Aaronic Priesthood, or perhaps he received divine approval and authority to build altars and offer
sacrifice according to other instructions of the Lord
or according to his own discretion. We do not know.
However, the fact that the patriarchs of old, officiating with Melchizedek Priesthood authority, built altars and offered sacrifice in various locations, and
the fact that the restored Church of Jesus Christ
builds temples throughout the world, suggest that
the centralized worship prescribed in Deuteronomy
was either misunderstood or was part of the lower
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You shall not slaughter a clean ox or
sheep or goat in all your towns, near
to my temple (within) a distance of a
three days’ journey; nay, but inside
my temple you shall slaughter it,
making it a burnt offering or a peace
offering, and you shall eat and rejoice
before me at the place on which I
shall choo{se} to put my name.”
(11QT 52:13–16; emphasis added)19

The standard interpretation by
Yigael Yadin and others of the phrase
three days’ journey in this passage is
that the Temple Scroll prohibits all
nonsacrificial slaughter within the
boundaries of three days’ distance
from Jerusalem. Within this geographical boundary the only permissible slaughter is sacrificial; in other
words, the Temple Scroll bans all
slaughter for nonsacrificial purposes,
the so-called secular slaughter for human consumption.20 This of course
would be a very restrictive injunction. Recently a scholar, Aharon
Shemesh, has suggested a new interpretation of the phrase in question.21
He has demonstrated from rabbinical
sources that the actual distance of a
three-day journey from the Jerusalem
temple would, for all practical purposes, mark a radius encompassing
The length of a “three days’ journey” from Jerusalem depended on the terrain. The conthe whole land of Israel, since any
centric circles represent an 18-mile journey per day. Map by Andrew D. Livingston.
point therein can be reached from
the temple within that time frame.22
law—a temporary law—that was fulfilled with the
Shemesh suggests that the passage in column 52
atonement of Jesus Christ.
of the Temple Scroll should be read as an interpreta3. Deuteronomy 12 may have been interpreted antion of Deuteronomy 12:1–5, which is discussed in
ciently as applying only to the land of Israel. While it
the Temple Scroll in the preceding passage in colis clear that Josiah interpreted the injunction of cenumn 51. Those verses in Deuteronomy describe the
tralized worship to refer only to Jerusalem, it is posmanner of sacrifice in the land after the conquest
sible that anciently there was another viable interand the destruction of the pagan altars. Shemesh
pretation of those laws.
concludes that the Temple Scroll interprets the whole
The Dead Sea Scrolls provide possible evidence
of Deuteronomy 12 in light of its opening verse:
for this view. Twice in the Temple Scroll the expres“On this basis, we can then suggest that the author
sion three days’ journey from the temple occurs (colof the Temple Scroll embraced the opinion that the
umn 43:12 about the law of the tithe, and column
law of centralization of worship applied only in the
52:14 concerning sacrifice). The most important
land of Israel in line with Deuteronomy 12:1’s opening declaration: ‘These are the laws and rules that
passage for our study appears in column 52:
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you must carefully observe in the land.’”23 Shemesh
cites several other examples from rabbinic literature
to show that some of the ancient rabbis did not condemn the temples, altars, or sacrifices in the Jewish
temple of Onias in Egypt because they were “outside
of the land of Israel.”24
The same method of interpreting Deuteronomy
12 may lie behind the Nephite justification for
building a temple in the New World even in light of
their continued obedience to the law of Moses. It is
possible that they understood the injunction of
Deuteronomy 12 concerning altars, sacrifices, and
temples to apply only to the land of Israel as suggested by Deuteronomy 12:1.
Thus, in the Temple Scroll we find an ancient
interpretation of the centralization of worship in
Deuteronomy that prohibits sacrifice within a three
days’ journey of Jerusalem. Whether this passage is
interpreted to mean that there should be no sacrificial slaughter in Israel except at the temple or that
secular slaughter was allowed in Israel, it is clear that
an ancient interpretation limited the application of
Deuteronomy 12 to a geographical area established
by the distance of a three days’ journey from Jeru
salem—an area that roughly coincided with the
boundaries of Israel.
A Clue in the Record?
Nephi recorded of his father Lehi “that when he
had traveled three days in the wilderness . . . that he
built an altar of stones, and made an offering unto the
Lord, and gave thanks unto the Lord our God” (1 Ne
phi 2:6–7). This statement may simply be due to the
historical fact that Lehi and his family traveled for
three days before they stopped for a significant rest.
But the note on the three days’ journey may also be
Nephi’s way of saying that Lehi and his family were
acting in accordance with an understanding of the
law of Moses found in Deuteronomy 12.
That understanding is consistent with what we
find preserved in the Temple Scroll. According to
that document, the building of an altar and the offering of sacrifice were allowed only outside the radius of a three days’ journey from the temple in
Jerusalem. To put the matter differently, sacrifices
beyond the three-day limit were acceptable under
the law of Moses. In this view Lehi was conforming
to the Mosaic requirement expressed in Deuteron
omy 12 when he built an altar in the wilderness and
offered sacrifice. !

Two Jewish temples are attested in Egypt. The first was built at
Elephantine in the upper Nile in the sixth century b.c. The other
was erected around 150 b.c. by Onias IV and a colony that he
led to Leontopolis from Jerusalem. Map by Andrew D. Livingston.
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W H AT ’ S I N A W O R D ?
Cynthia L. Hallen

Asking the question “What’s
in a word?” can be a fruitful method for studying the scriptures for
several reasons:
1. The study of words (called
philology) can clarify Book of
Mormon terms that were familiar
to Joseph Smith and his contemporaries but that may seem obscure to today’s readers. For example, to modern readers the
adjective quick usually means
“speedy,” but in Joseph Smith’s
time, the word quick also meant
“alive, living, as opposed to dead
or unanimated.”1 A careful reader
would notice that quick means
“alive” rather than “speedy” in
Helaman 3:29, “lay hold upon
the word of God, which is quick
and powerful.”
2. A fuller knowledge of the
denotations, connotations, and
origins of English words may aid
those who are translating the Book
of Mormon into non-English
languages. For example, the word
quick in English has the same
origin as the word vivus in Latin
and bios- in Greek. They all share
the same reconstructed Indo-
European root *gwei-, meaning
“to live” or “life.”2 The /gw/ sound
in Indo-European (IE) became a
/kw/ sound in English, spelled as
qu-. In Latin and Greek, the IE
/gw/ lost the velar /g/ sound, and
the labial /w/ became a /v/ or a
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/b/, leading to vivus and bios-. The
meaning of the word quick gradually narrowed in English from
“alive” to “lively” to “vigorous” to
“energetic” to “rapid.”3 A Spanish
translator could use the noun vivos
to correspond to quick in Moroni
10:34, “the eternal Judge of both
quick and dead,” and the adjective
rápido to represent quick in 3 Ne
phi 7:15, “their quick return from
righteousness,” in order to achieve
an accurate translation.
3. Although the base language
of the Book of Mormon is now
English in Joseph Smith’s translation, the original dialect of the
records was an adaptation of
Hebrew learning and Egyptian
language (1 Nephi 1:2). Thus
Semitic language roots can also
be helpful for obtaining scriptural insights.4 The “speedy”
meaning of the adverb quickly
appears in a Hebrew transliteration as maher in the Old Testa
ment: “They have turned aside
quickly out of the way” (Exodus
32:8). The “living” definition of
the adjective quick in the Old
Testament appears as hayyim in a
passage about being buried alive:
“if . . . the earth openeth her
mouth . . . and they go down
quick into the pit; then ye shall
understand that these men have
provoked the Lord” (Numbers
16:30). However, in Isaiah 11:3,

which is restated in 2 Nephi 21:3,
the adjective quick has neither
maher nor hayyim as its root:
“[the Spirit of the Lord] shall
make him of quick understanding in the fear of the Lord.” In
stead, the Hebrew form hariyho
appears for quick, with connotations of “delight,” “sensitivity,”
“perception,” and “touch.” This
Hebrew nuance is effectively captured in the Spanish translation
of the Book of Mormon, where
quick transfers into penetrante,
meaning “keen” or “profound”
instead of “rapid” or “alive.”5
4. Often the roots of words
form a poetic network of associations that endorse the truths of
the gospel. The history of English
words may reveal insights about
sacred teachings contained in the
Book of Mormon. For example,
the words tree and truth are both
derivatives of the Indo-European
root *deru-, which means “firm,”
“solid,” or “steadfast,” often referring to objects made of wood.6
When we apply this knowledge to
the vision of the tree of life received by Lehi and Nephi (1 Ne
phi 8 and 11), the “tree” of life is
also the “truth” of life, a reminder
that Christ was crucified on a
tree (1 Peter 2:24) and that he is
“the way, the truth, and the life”
(John 14:6). Other derivatives of
the root *deru- in English include

the following: true, trow, troth,
betroth, trust, tryst, and endure.
Nephi’s admonition to “endure to
the end” (2 Nephi 31:20) means
trusting God, waiting upon the
Lord, and espousing the truth. A
person who trusts in the Lord is
like a tree by a river (Psalm 1:1–3;
Jeremiah 17:7–8). Those who
nourish the word will pluck
sweet, pure, and precious fruit
with confidence from the “tree
springing up unto everlasting
life” (Alma 32:41–43).
5. According to 2 Nephi 11:4,
all things typify or bear record of
Christ. Thus, language can be a
type of Christ, and words can bear
record of him. Words can bear
record of Christ not only in standard definitions but also in their
underlying etymological roots and
derivatives. The tongue of every
nation, kindred, and people can
testify of Christ in its own way,
and the linguistic history of sacred
terms or scriptural words in a language can provide insights about
our relationship to the Lord.
This column will present material from scholarly reference
tools that can enhance our understanding of the words we en-

counter in our scripture study. In
the early 19th century (paralleling the restoration of the gospel),
Europe and the United States experienced a philological renaissance. Lexicographers published
the family history of English
words in great works such as
Noah Webster’s American Diction
ary of the English Language and
James Murray’s Oxford English
Dictionary. Further research in
comparative historical linguistics
has reconstructed the lineage of
English back into the I ndo-
European family of languages, as
recorded in Calvert Watkins’s appendix to the American Heritage
Dictionary.
Another useful reference tool
is the latest edition of a computerized scripture concordance
WordCruncher program that enables us to search for words and
references in English, French,
Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Old
Testament Hebrew, and New
Testament Greek. Some comparative historical linguists believe
that Indo-European languages
(such as English and Greek) are
genetically related to Afro-Asiatic
languages (such as Hebrew and
Arabic) through a common an-

cient linguistic ancestor called
Nostratic, which is in turn related
to other language families that
point back to one common
mother tongue. Although all languages have been altered substantially by language change and
language contact over the centuries, from time to time we see
underlying similarities in sound,
meaning, structure, and cultural
traditions.
The Prophet Joseph Smith returned the gold plates to Moroni
for safekeeping, so we cannot con
sult the original text of the Book
of Mormon for linguistic insights
as we might consult Hebrew,
Greek, or Aramaic source texts
for information about the Bible.
However, we can search out the
meanings of words in the languages and texts that are available
to us. If you are interested in
knowing the history and meaning
of a particular word in the Book
of Mormon, we invite you to
submit a request by e-mail to
Cynthia_Hallen@byu.edu. We
will consider including your
“What’s in a Word” question in
a future edition of this journal. !
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A R E A D E R’ S L I B R A RY
Martin Raish

The first essay for this department reviewed Bible dictionaries
and atlases, and the second essay
examined similar works about the
New World that could help illuminate the background and settings of the Book of Mormon.
Now it is time to turn our attention to works specifically about
this sacred record.
First, however, I must take
care of a few housekeeping chores.
Updates. In the first review I
recommended the HarperCollins
Bible Dictionary. It is still my
preference, but it now has a
strong competitor, a revision (really a total revamping) of an excellent older dictionary. Eerdman’s
Dictionary of the Bible, edited by
David Noel Freedman (Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Eerdman’s, 2000),
is about as comprehensive as a
one-volume work can be. With
approximately 5,000 entries written by nearly 600 experts, it packs
a tremendous amount of u
 p-to-
date information into fewer than
1,500 pages. It offers a balanced,
fair-minded overview of recent
archaeological discoveries and
current insights from literary, historical, theological, sociological,
and other approaches to Bible
scholarship. Its major weakness is
its relative paucity of illustrations,
only about 100, in addition to a
12-page section of color photos.
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In the second review I mentioned the imminent appearance
of the third volume in Joyce Kelly’s
series of travel guides to ancient
Mexico. This work, An Archaeo
logical Guide to Central and
Southern Mexico, was delayed but
is now definitely scheduled to be
published this fall by the Uni
versity of Oklahoma Press.
Other New Books. The Harold
B. Lee Library at Brigham Young
University recently received its
copy of the new Oxford Encyclo
pedia of Ancient Egypt (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2001). It
is an impressive work—a largeformat, t hree-volume set (more
than 1,800 pages) packed with
learned essays on virtually every
topic imaginable about ancient
Egypt, all written by eminent
scholars and skillfully edited into
a cohesive whole. Its $450 price
tag will probably keep it from
your personal library shelves, but
most academic libraries (as well
as larger public ones) should
have a set. Check it out. The set
has a very small selection of color
photographs, all contained in one
section in volume 2, but there are
plenty of black-and-white photos, drawings, maps, and so forth.
I have been waiting even more
anxiously for another new book
from Oxford University Press, The
Oxford Encyclopedia of Meso

american Cultures: The Civili
zations of Mexico and Central
America. The book was originally
due to come out in fall 2000, but
it was delayed. Keep your eyes
open for it in your local library. I
hope to cover it in my next review.
Change of Emphasis. With
this review I must retreat a bit
from my previous focus on reference books. There simply are not
many reference books for the
Book of Mormon. More important, however, are many related
works that have become for me
“standard works” or “best books.”
It is on these that this and subsequent essays will concentrate.
At the same time I will continue to restrict my reviews insofar as possible to books that are
both in print and available at affordable prices, straying only
when my enthusiasm for new titles overtakes me (as with the two
Oxford encyclopedias described
above) or when an item is worth
tracking down in the used-book
market.
Caveat. I am struck by the
fact that most of the items in this
essay (and probably subsequent
ones as well) are published by
FARMS, the same people who
produce this journal. Further
more, one of the books I review
is written by the journal’s editor,
John L. Sorenson. Could this be

perceived as a conflict of interest?
If so, my defense is simple: FARMS
has published a great number of
excellent books about the Book
of Mormon. Their catalog is
packed with outstanding items,
and although other publishers
produce notable works in the
field of Book of Mormon studies,
none equals the total output (especially in terms of overall quality) of FARMS.
This essay includes a mixed
group of materials whose only
common thread is that each has
nourished my appreciation for
the amazing breadth and depth of
the Book of Mormon—as scripture, as history, as literature, and
as a personally inspiring and profoundly moving work—without
becoming overly concerned with
any particular aspect of the book.
Two of these publications are reference works, one is a photo essay,
two are compilations of research
reports, and one is a 30-page essay.
None is particularly profound,
and none is seminal in that it
contains the best or most complete coverage of any particular
idea. Yet each is a unique and rich
mine of facts, ideas, and often images (both visual and verbal) that
can create a solid foundation for
further study.
I had hoped to begin with a
review of a new encyclopedia of
the Book of Mormon that has
been under development for several years, but it has not yet appeared. The publisher (Deseret
Book) hopes to have The Book of
Mormon Companion available by
late this year or early 2002. Keep
your eyes open for it.
The only similar work now in
print is To All the World: The Book
of Mormon Articles from the Ency
clopedia of Mormonism, selected by

Daniel H. Ludlow, S. Kent Brown,
and John W. Welch (FARMS,
2000). This book reprints from
the original four-volume set all
the entries that deal with “the con
tents, peoples, teachings, and coming forth of the Book of Mormon.”
All appear as originally written,
except for some minor corrections
and a few additional bibliographic
sources.
The editors have also provided
a list of entries arranged according
to five categories—people in the
Book of Mormon, books of the
Book of Mormon, studies of the
Book of Mormon, teachings from
the Book of Mormon, and the
coming forth of the Book of Mormon—as well as a list of all scriptural passages mentioned in the
articles. If you do not already own
the original encyclopedia, this inexpensive paperback abridgment
would make a valuable addition to
your library.
A volume of similar size and
shape but of a quite different nature is Charting the Book of Mor
mon: Visual Aids for Personal
Study and Teaching, by John W.
Welch and J. Gregory Welch
(FARMS, 1999). The book contains 177 “charts” that summarize
key ideas and present other useful information in concise, e asy-
to-grasp form. Some are quotations in decorative frames and
some are maps, while others are
chronological or genealogical
diagrams and lists of people,
words, or ideas. The charts cover
topics such as the structure of the
Book of Mormon; money, law,
war, and other cultural features
mentioned in the record; and
considerations of its teachings
and messages.
Are you confused by the editorial comments inserted into the

record by Mormon? Chart 20 will
help. Would you like a good summary of the teachings of Korihor?
See chart 78. Do you want to com
pare Lehi’s dream with Nephi’s
vision? Check out chart 92. Charts
128 through 133 offer good examples of chiasmus, and chart 134
discusses the occurrences of the
phrase It came to pass. (Did you
know the phrase does not appear
at all in the book of Moroni?)
Charts 150 and 151 list all geographic names mentioned in the
Book of Mormon, both alphabetically and by scriptural reference.
Each chart is printed on a full
1
8 ⁄2-by-11-inch page to afford easy
copying for classroom use. Accom
panying each chart are explanatory text and, where appropriate,
key scriptural references and
source information. This book is
filled with an amazing amount of
data, and it’s easy (and fun!) to use.
I now turn to a book entirely
different from the previous two.
This is Images of Ancient America:
Visualizing Book of Mormon Life,
by John L. Sorenson (Research
Press/FARMS, 1998). This is a
beautifully printed book filled
with a balance of text and images
designed to help readers “equip
themselves better to picture the
conditions under which the
Nephites and Lamanites lived
[and to] understand Mormon’s
record more completely.” The
book succeeds admirably in doing precisely these things.
Chapters are devoted to the
land and the peoples, life’s routine, society, government, war
and the military, belief and worship, knowledge systems, and arts
and symbols. Almost every page
contains full-color images that illustrate these various aspects of
life in ancient Mesoamerica. All
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of the illustrative material is accompanied by captions and other
explanatory text that help the
reader to link the historical and
cultural settings to Book of Mor
mon life.
The artwork was selected not
only for the cultural information
it conveys—such as what Nephite
houses or clothing might have
looked like or what the people’s
social or religious activities might
have b
 een—but also because each
is a beautiful object in its own
right. The sculptures, manuscript
pages, jewelry, and other artifacts
are among the finest available,
with photographs obtained from
museums and private collections
around the world. Supplemented
by architectural reconstructions,
maps, photographs of land and
people, charts and diagrams, they
offer a visual feast of Book of
Mormon life never before accessible in a single work.
The intent of the next two
books is quite different. Not only
do they have few illustrations (always disappointing for an art historian like me, although acceptable in these instances), but they
have no particular focus other
than to present recent research
on the Book of Mormon.
For more than 15 years
FARMS has issued periodic “Up
dates,” short reports of innovative
findings and insights about the
Book of Mormon written by
dozens of researchers in a wide
range of scholarly fields. These
reports proved increasingly pop
ular, and in 1992, and again in
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1999, the best of these were republished in book form. Although
some are a bit dated now and
many have blossomed into larger
articles or books, reading through
them is still a worthwhile endeavor
because they each offer another
building block to our understand
ing of the depth, complexity, and
majesty of the scriptures.
Together Reexploring the Book
of Mormon, edited by John W.
Welch (Deseret Book and FARMS,
1992), and Pressing Forward with
the Book of Mormon: The FARMS
Updates of the 1990s, edited by
John W. Welch and Melvin J.
Thorne (FARMS, 1999), reprint
more than 150 Updates and other
short research reports. All contain
bibliographies, and many have
notes directing readers to fuller
presentations of the discoveries or
ideas reported.
The entries in each volume
are arranged in the order that the
key passage or idea appears in the
Book of Mormon. Thus they move
from “How Long Did It Take to
Translate the Book of Mormon?”
(a topic related to the Book of
Mormon’s title page, which declares the book to be a translation)
to “Climactic Forms in the Book
of Mormon” (featuring an example from Moroni 8:25–26), and
from “A Note on the Name Nephi”
(1 Nephi) to “The ‘Decapitation’
of Shiz” (Ether 15:30). The second
volume also adds a few historical
studies, such as “Was There a Li
brary in Harmony, Pennsylvania?”
and “The Sobering Lesson of the
Grolier Codex.”

My final recommendation is
a short essay by Orson Scott Card,
“The Book of M
 ormon—Artifact
or Artifice?” in A Storyteller in
Zion (Bookcraft, 1993). Card examines whether the Book of
Mormon could be a 1 9th-century
hoax rather than an authentic
ancient record. He approaches
the question from the experience
of an author who has tried to do
similar things (that is, to create
epic works of fiction) and who
knows that “writing something
that purports to be an artifact of
another culture is the most complicated, difficult kind of science
fiction” and that such “is almost
never attempted under circumstances where the author actually
tries to pass it off as a genuine
document.”
If the book is fiction, Card
writes, “we should find Joseph
Smith’s or someone else’s influence there as author. In that case
all of the ideas and events in the
book should come out of the
mind of an 1820s American.” But
this is not the case. Card searched
for flaws and oversights but could
not find them. Instead, he found
examples of language, culture, and
literature that demonstrate the
improbability, if not the downright impossibility, that Joseph
Smith was the author rather than
the translator of the Book of Mor
mon. These conclusions are not
startling, but the way Card approached and presented them
from the viewpoint of a writer
rather than a scholar has left an
indelible impression on me. !

NEW LIGHT

Volcanic and Ice Dating in
the New World
One of the key concerns in
interpreting history is accurate
correlation of natural physical
events with those recorded in
documents or traditions. A remarkable new book contains a
wide array of data on natural
events that affected ancient prosperity and population in what
are usually considered the central
Book of Mormon lands. The volume is Richardson Benedict Gill’s
The Great Maya Droughts: Water,
Life, and Death (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press,
2000). Any attempt by a reader
of the Book of Mormon to relate
its historical happenings in the
New World to the course of nature should from now on depend
considerably on this crucial
source.
While the reading in the book
is not easy, generally educated
people can still gain valuable ideas
and data from it. In fact, the
scope of the information it taps
would make it difficult even for
most scientists to appreciate all
it contains (the technical bibliography alone occupies 55 pages),
yet, again, there is much to be
gained by the attempt.

Earth scientists and climatolo
gists in recent decades have vastly
increased what is known about
changes in climate over the
course of human history. Their
facts and theories provide Gill
with tools for trying to understand how certain natural events
seem to have been key turning
points in the archaeological history of not only Mesoamerica
but also other parts of the earth.
Volcanic eruptions were central
to most crisis events. The extensive body of data collected by
drilling through the m
 iles-thick
ice in Greenland is especially significant. Even more clearly than
tree rings, layered ice cores give
us a year-by-year count of climatic events recorded in each
year’s snowfall. This record goes
back tens of thousands of years.
Volcanic eruptions are thus datable to the year if they can be detected in the ice record, although
it can be difficult identifying
which specific volcano may have
been the cause. Gill does a commendable job in pointing out the
cautions to be observed in using
this information, including problems in fitting ice, t ree-ring, and
history data together.
In general the author (who is,
of course, dependent on the huge

store of data provided by thousands of scientists) is able to
demonstrate persuasively that periods of cultural growth, economic
prosperity, and population peaks
in Mesoamerica coincided with
favorable climatic conditions for
agriculture. By the use of sophisticated models that relate all the
variables, a sort of p
 rosperity-anddisaster scheme is being worked
out. Peaks and troughs in the history of the Maya, the Mexicans,
and other populations prove to
correlate in very instructive ways
with extreme climate changes.
Would not the same be true of the
Nephites and Lamanites? (see relevant information in “Last-Ditch
Warfare in Ancient Mesoamerica
Recalls the Book of Mormon,”
Journal of Book of Mormon Studies
9/2 [2000]: 44–53, especially p. 50).
One more value of the Gill
book is the author’s demonstration that dating the crucial natural events still may be subject to
some uncertainty. So if any archaeologist claims that “we already know” all the dates of major events in Mesoamerican
history, as we work to correlate
the archaeological and Book of
Mormon historical sequences, we
do well to doubt that the dates are
yet definitely cut-and-dried.1 !
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OUT OF THE DUST

Were Ancient Americans
Familiar with Real Horses?
The FARMS newsletter published an Update in June 1984
on the question of horses in p
 re-
Columbian America during the
period when human beings were
here. That piece was republished
in Reexploring the Book of Mor
mon under the title “Once More:
The Horse.”1 Since then, previously unrecognized research has
shed new light on the question.
The most striking information comes from excavations that
confirm the possibility that a spe
cies of native American horse
survived the Pleistocene (Ice Age)
in Mesoamerica down to an age
when humans were familiar with
this animal.
Publications from the late
1950s reported results from excavations by scientists working on
the Yucatán Peninsula. Excavations
at the site of Mayapan, which dates
to a few centuries before the Span
iards arrived, yielded horse bones
in four spots. (Two of the lots
were from the surface, however,
and might represent Spanish
horses.) From another site, the
Cenote (water hole) Ch’en Mul,
came other traces, this time from
a firm archaeological context. In
the bottom stratum in a sequence
of levels of unconsolidated earth
almost two meters in thickness,
76
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two horse teeth were found. They
were partially mineralized, indica
ting that they were definitely ancient and could not have come
from any Spanish animal. The interesting thing is that Maya pottery was also found in the stratified
soil where the teeth were located.2
Subsequent digging has expanded the evidence for an association of humans with horses.
But the full story actually goes
back to 1895, when American
paleontologist Henry C. Mercer
went to Yucatán hoping to find
remains of Ice Age man. He visited 29 caves in the hill a rea—the
Puuc—of the peninsula and tried
stratigraphic excavation in 10 of
them. But the results were confused, and he came away disillusioned. He did find horse bones
in three caves (Actún Sayab, Actún
Lara, and Chektalen). In terms of
their visible characteristics, those
bones should have been classified
as from the Pleistocene American
horse species, then called Equus
occidentalis L. However, Mercer
decided that since the remains
were near the surface, they must
actually be from the modern
horse, Equus equus, that the Span
iards had brought with them to
the New World, and so he reported them as such.3 In 1947
Robert T. Hatt repeated Mercer’s
activities. He found within Actún

Lara and one other cave more remains of the American horse (in
his day it was called Equus conversidens), along with bones of
other extinct animals. Hatt recommended that any future work
concentrate on Loltún Cave,
where abundant animal and cultural remains could be seen.4
It took until 1977 before that
recommendation bore fruit. Two
Mexican archaeologists carried
out a project that included a
complete survey of the complex
system of subterranean cavities
(made by underground water that
had dissolved the subsurface
limestone). They also did stratigraphic excavation in areas in the
Loltún complex not previously
visited. The pits they excavated
revealed a sequence of 16 layers,
which they numbered from the
surface downward. Bones of extinct animals (including mammoth) appear in the lowest layers.
Pottery and other cultural
materials were found in levels VII
and above. But in some of those
artifact-bearing strata there were
horse bones, even in level II. A
radiocarbon date for the beginning of VII turned out to be
around 1800 b.c. The pottery frag
ments above that would place
some portions in the range of at
least 900–400 b.c. and possibly
later. The report on this work

concludes with the observation
that “something went on here
that is still difficult to explain.”
Some archaeologists have suggested that the horse bones were
stirred upward from lower to
higher levels by the action of tunneling rodents, but they admit
that this explanation is not easy
to accept. The statement has also
been made that paleontologists
will not be pleased at the idea
that horses survived to such a late
date as to be involved with civilized or near-civilized people
whose remains are seen in the
ceramic-using levels.5 Surprisingly,
the Mexican researchers show no
awareness of the horse teeth discovered in 1957 by Carnegie
Institution scientists Pollock and
Ray. (Some uncomfortable scientific facts seem to need rediscovering time and time again.)
Meanwhile, Dr. Steven E.
Jones of the BYU physics depart-

ment has for several years been
tracking down horse bones in
North America considered to
predate the European conquest.
Professor Jones’s purpose for this
search is to submit the bones to
tests by the radiocarbon method
(some of that work has taken
advantage of assistance from
FARMS). So far, one or more
finds appear to be possibly of
pre–Spanish Conquest date, although definitive results will take
more work. Further work is being
done by Yuri Kuchinsky, a researcher in Canada who has been
pursuing a variety of other evidence, based mainly on Native
American lore, about possible
pre-Conquest horses in North
America.

Hebrew Writing in Bolivia?
In a private communication
to John Sorenson, an archaeologist in the Midwest reports that a

group of people in Bolivia who
are interested in antiquities of the
area have asked U.S. archaeologists for help in evaluating the
authenticity of an artifact found
in that South American country.
The large ceramic basin is modeled to show stylized fauna on its
sides. That much can be seen on
an indistinct photograph submitted by e -mail, but there are also
supposed to be “characters” on it,
not perceptible in the photograph,
that the people concerned feel
might be in a Semitic script. A
relevant expert (not LDS) will be
traveling to Bolivia to examine
the piece firsthand. Even if characters are apparent, it will still
probably be impossible to learn
the context from which the loose
artifact was obtained and thus
what it might signify. !
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ENDNOTES
The Editor’s Notebook
1. Journal of Discourses, 7:1 (3 July 1859).
2. Ibid., 2:94 (6 Feb. 1853).
“What Meaneth the Words That Are
Written?” Abinadi Interprets Isaiah
Ann Madsen
1. For an in-depth study of Hebrew law
in Abinadi’s trial, see John W. Welch,
“Judicial Process in the Trial of
Abinadi” (FARMS, 1983).
2. The brass plates version of Isaiah predates the earliest extant version of
Isaiah, the Dead Sea Scrolls document
called the Great Isaiah Scroll, by about
450 years and the Masoretic Text by
about 1,500 years. This latter text is
what we call the Hebrew Bible, from
whence came the KJV Old Testament.
So the writings of Isaiah in the Book of
Mormon become the earliest text of
Isaiah available to us.
3. 1 Nephi 3:17–20 implies that the
record on the brass plates would have
perished if Nephi had not recovered it.
On the importance of this record, see l
Nephi 5:17–19. 3 Nephi 10:17 offers an
example of other precious material
found in the brass plates concerning
the “seed of Joseph.”
4. Hugh W. Nibley, in Teachings of the
Book of Mormon, Semester 2 (Provo,
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comparing it to other prophet-king
confrontations.
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6. See Matthew 10:19–20.
7. For more on this see David R. Seely,
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11. In Journal of Discourses, 2:248.
12. Joseph Fielding Smith also refers to the
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vation: Sermons and Writings of Joseph
Fielding Smith, ed. Bruce R. McConkie
(Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1954),
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13. Hugh W. Nibley offers an additional
view: “Why would help come from the
mountains? That is explained very well
in those wonderful verses of Isaiah
which the prophet Abinadi uses so effectively, Isaiah 52:7. . . . ‘How beautiful
upon the mountainside are the feet of
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him who brings good tidings’—literally, are the legs of the runner who
brings good news and who causes us to
hear that there is peace. . . . Abinadi is
announcing that from the other side of
the mountain, from the other world,
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29 in the Joseph Smith Translation
contains almost the exact wording of
2 Nephi 27, I accept the whole chapter
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Isaiah except for the introductory verse
and a slight paraphrasing of verses 2
and 3. 2 Nephi 28 also implies that
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11. See Sidney B. Sperry, Doctrine and
Covenants Compendium (Salt Lake City:
Bookcraft, 1960), 305–6. Isaiah speaks
of how “in that day shall the Lord of
hosts be for a crown of glory, and a for
diadem of beauty, unto the residue of
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of that chapter is Ephraim, or northern
Israel, in the day of its wickedness
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Testament prophecy, a message of
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shall return”]; 10:20–22).
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where he was “clothed upon with
glory” (see Moses 7:2–3). President
Joseph Fielding Smith believed that
Peter, James, and John received their
endowments on the Mount of
Transfiguration (see Matthew 17:1–9)
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comp. Bruce R. McConkie [Salt Lake
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treasures” mentioned in D&C 13 are
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building of temples to reveal the ordinances of the temple for both the living and the dead (see Teachings of the
Prophet Joseph Smith, 224, 307–8, 323).
To have “power” to get the full account
implies having the power of the Lord.
Joseph Smith was given “power from on
high, by the means which were before
prepared, to translate the Book of Mor
mon” (D&C 20:8; see D&C 113:3–4).
Since the 24 plates are in an unknown
language, the translator must have the
power of God to get the full account.
Another implication, although unstated, is that the translator will be led
to find the plates. Moroni definitely led
Joseph Smith to “find” the Book of
Mormon plates (Joseph S mith—History
1:42–54). Limhi’s people found the
gold plates of the Jaredites (see Ether
1:2; Mosiah 21:27; 28:11) that Ether
had hidden in a manner that they might
be found (see Ether 15:33). Wasn’t the
Lord involved in their finding those
plates? We can expect that the Lord, in
his own due time, will lead someone of
his choosing to find the 24 plates.
While Joseph the Prophet was translating the Bible, the information on
Enoch was revealed to him (Novem
ber–December 1830). Several years
later, he recorded more information
about Adam’s blessing his posterity
three years before his death (see Teach
ings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, 38–40).
In March of 1835 Joseph included this
information in the Doctrine and
Covenants revelation now known as
section 107.
How all of these things can be included
upon just 24 plates is a question that is
not answered in the Book of Mormon.
While many theories have been advanced, they are all speculative, and so
the question will remain unanswered
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there may be other Jaredite records
among the “wagon loads” seen by
Joseph and Oliver.
The Lord revealed to Oliver Cowdery
that there were “engravings of old
records which are ancient” that he
could be privileged to translate (see
D&C 8:1, 11; 9:2). While the Book of
Abraham was received as a part of those
ancient records, the revelations given
to Oliver refer to more than one rec
ord. Furthermore, the Book of Abra
ham was only partially translated.
Oliver said concerning this record:
“When the translation of these valuable documents will be completed, I
am unable to say; neither can I give you
a probable idea how large volumes they
will make; but judging from their size,
and the comprehensiveness of the language, one might reasonably expect to
see a sufficient [sic] to develop much
upon the mighty acts of the ancient
men of God” (Messenger and Advocate,
Dec. 1835, 236). The Lord may have
also been referring to the ancient
records of the Nephites and Jaredites in
his promise to Oliver.
Many records have been kept and preserved throughout the world for the
dispensation of the fulness of times,
when all things in Christ will be gathered together (see Ephesians 1:9–10).
This article acknowledges these many
other records but has focused only on
those mentioned in the Book of
Mormon.
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of the so-called secular slaughter is
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laws were first applied in their entirety
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Moshe Weinfeld, “Deuteronomy, Book
of,” Interpreters Dictionary of the Bible
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Lehi was a descendant of Manasseh
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priesthood of the Nephites as the
Melchizedek Priesthood). Responding
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